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Abstract 

'I--ircE~ SELEC~OK faveurs bright colours or bold patterns rhat advemse 

unpalatabilirv. In a noxious polvrnorphic species frequencv-dependent selection 

should lead to fkation of the cornmon morph, because rare morphs suffer 

relatively higher attack rates by naive predators. This generaiir leads to warning 

colouration that is monomorphic s l t h  species and shared between species 

@Iderian mimicn-). However, srveral unpalatable species of Ht'liconizi.r 

buttertlies (Lepidoptera: Srmphalidae) eshibit poh-morphic warning colouration 

Mthin a population. One possible espianauon is that diversent selection ma- 

favour different colour-pattern morphs of a single unpalatable species if each 

matches a different warninglr coioured unpalatable Müilerian mimic species 

(cornodels). 

In this thesis 1 esplore this hvpothesis by inrestigating the genetic basis and 

fitness consequences of polrmorphsm for warning-colour pattern within a 

single species of Heliconi~is buttertlv, H. gho .  In Western Ecuador, H. pino is 

polymorphic for colour (j-ellow versus white), pattern (triangle versus band), and 

hmd-wing band-midth. I find that H. gho's colour-pattern polrmorphisrn has a 

simple Mendelian genetic basis. Two alleles at a single locus with complete 

dominance determine colour differences (white nlleies dorninate over ~eiiow). 

Pattern ciifferences are slightlr more cornples: a single locus with three alleles 

(and complete dominance) or nvo epistatic diallelic loci cari account for the 

variation. Relative hmd-wing band-width may have a polygenic basis. Using the 

multi-site transplant esperiment, 1 find that divergent selection favours 

transferred colour-morphs of H. p h o  (yeilow or white) that resemble their 

putative &Iderian comodels (H. eiezichia or H. q û b o  respectively). This provides 

unique esperimental evidence for the benefit of hlderian mirnicry. Divergent 

selection generated by the nvo cornodels may promote maintenance of the 



colour-pattern polymorphism in H. cydno. In support of this hypothesis, I found 

the frequency of yellow H. yho correlates ml& the density of their respective 

comodels (yelLow H. r/eztcbirr or  white H. rq~ho) at different locales. H. ~ ~ Y Z O  is 

also poiymorphc for colour and pattern u-here it occurs in the local absence of 

comodels. Polymorphism at these sites indicates that gene-tlow-, reduced 

selection, or both helps maintain colour-pattern diversin. when comodels are 

absent. 

AI? research suggests that Nüllerian mimicn can develop benveen a single 

species and more than one comodel 

species appear to generate divergent 

species H. p h o .  

taxon. In LX'estern Ecuador, nvo Helicarzim 

selection favouring polrmorphism in a h d  
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Introduction to polymorphic Müiierian mimics 

Introduction 

NOXIOCS OR CXP-KITABLE prel taxa ofien display bright colours and bold 

patterns to ward off visuallv hunting predators (%'iclder 1968). Aposematic 

(warning) signals are subject to positive frequencr-dependent or aposematic 

selection; in a variable species, benefits to individuals possessing a given warning 

signal increase as the signd becomes more common (Greenwood et. al. 1989). 

In other words, common morphs suffer fewer attacks b e r  capita) from 

uneducated predators. Aposematic selection, under rhese conditions, leads to 

warning-signal monomorphsm within species and signal s haring benveen 

species (i.e., hIdie11an rnimicry, AIder 1879; Turner 1777). Miillerian mimicry 

benveen brightlv coloured unpalatable insects is common in tropical 

environments (Wiclder 1968; Owen 197 1). LIderian rnimic species (known as 

comodels) share warning signals effectivelv reducing the number of predator 

attacks b e r  species) necessan. to educate naive predators Fumer,  Kearn)*, and 

Eston 1984). 5Ianv He/irolzizi~ Pepidoptera: Nvmphalidae) butterfly species 

inhabiting the Central and South h e r i c a n  tropics displar the same warning- 

colour pattern (Mailet and Gilbert L 995; Turner and Mailet 1996). hn estrerne 

esample of h s  phenornenon is rnimicn* benveen H. erato and H. nze4onrene that 

share w-arning colouration in svmpatn and have concordandy diverged in 

allopatrv. In other words, each race of H. e r d o  matches a race of H. nze@ommwe 

M h  a local area, although races of both species differ radically benveen 

different localities in Central and South hmerica (Sheppard et al. 1985). The 

only regions where more than one colour pattern esists within populations are 

dong shared hvbrid zones benveen different coloured races of each species 

(Turner 1971 ; Nallet 1986, 1989; Mallet et al. 1990). 



In contrast, some species of  unpalatable aposematic insect taxa, including several 

species of unpalatable Hehioniz~~ butter fies, dis plav more than one warning- 

colour pattern svmpatricdy vurner  1968a,b; Brown and Benson 1974; Linares 

1996). The maintenance of polrmorphsm in these species is problematic 

because ther should be unstable. Frequenwdependent selection should dnve 

extinct those morphs Mth rare waming-colour patterns F u m e r  1984). Several 

hvpotheses have been advanced to account for dus unusual phenomenon Xlanj- 

of  these distastehi polvmorphic Helironim species resemble other nosious 

warninglv coloured butcerflies. This leads to the hvpothesis that biderian 

mimicry with more than one comodel species mav promote warning-colour 

polvmorphism. If t h s  is true, different morphs mar be subject to divergent 

selection to match different comodels (Brown and Benson 1974). 

Hehonim ~h is a relativelv common species in priman. and mature second 

growth forests in Central and NWT South America. Data from field obsen-ations 

and cage esperiments in Costa Rica indicate that H. &IO are avoided by 

specialized insectivorous predators such as the rufous-tailed jacamar and hence 

are unpalatable (Chai 1986, 1990, 1 996). Throughout rnost of its range H. y h o  

is monomorphic and occurs with one other unpalatable species of Helicanizt~ 

butterflr (a comodel), which displavs an identical warning signal (Brown 1979; 

Brown 1981; Linares 1996). Twelve out of the 16 descnbed H. gdio races match 

one locaih occurring He/icoiiiz~~ comodel (Brown 1979; Table 1.1). Two of the 

rernaining four described H. &O races occur in Columbia and nvo races occur 

in VVestern Ecuador. In the Cauca Vaiiep of Colombia, polymorphism in H. 

gdno is thought to be uansient due to habitat-induced changes in comodels 

during t h s  cenmnr (Linares 1997). In Western Ecuador H. p h o  morphs 

resemble one of nvo comodels found in sympa- (Chapter 4)). 



Across lowland Western Ecuador, south of 1" N latitude, H. gdno occurs in nvo 

colour (yeilow and white) and nvo pattern (uiangle and band) forms resulting in 

four different colour-pattern phenopes  (Figure 1.1). KTestern Ecuadonan H. 

g h o  are polvmorphic in che ciassic sense (Ford 1940); field caught females from 

these populations produce broodsconraining both colours and patterns (Chapter 

2). In Western Ecuador, nvo of H. y h o ' s  colour-pattern morphs beliow- 

uiangle and white-band) appear to match two different monomorphic 

warninglv-coloured Helito~zizis species with whch ther are broadlr . svmpamc: . H. 

elezdiiz and H. qûho respectiveiv (Figures 1.1,4.1). One H. &O population in 

NW Ecuador (;llaquipucuna) and all populations south of 1" S dong the Andean 

foodiills in Southern Ecuador are monomorphic for veiiow (Figure 1.1,4.1). 

These d-veliow populations are dominated b~ triangle forrns and are sympatlic 

with only one comodel, veilow H. elezichia (Figure 1.1, Xppendix 4.1). Finah, in 

NKT Ecuador several sites harbour dense polrmorphic populations of H. g h o  in 

the absence of either comodel (Figure 1.1, Table 1.1). The maintenance of 

polvmorphism at these locales is difficdt co esplain, because positive frequencr- 

dependent selection should lead to local esuncuon of rare morphs. 

In diis thesis 1 esamine warning-colour poh*morphism in Helirarrim p i h o :  its 

geneuc bases, selective consequences, and patterns in space and cime. First, 

Chapter 2 investigates the genetic basis for H. pdno's polyrnorphism for wing 

colour and pattern. Bddtng on past Heliconim genetics research (Sheppard et. al 

1985; Mallet 1989; Nijhout, Wrav, and Gilbert 1990), 1 investigate the Mendeban 

inheritance of colou  pattern using a series of crosses 1 performed at  the 

Universin. of Tesas in Austin with the aid of Dr. L. Gilbert. 1 also look for 

quantitative variation in another trait potentiallv relevant to rnimicry, that of 

relative hmd-wing band-width of H. p!tzo (Figure 2.1). 



In Chapter 3, I test whether Müllerian mirnicnr esists between H. ydno morphs 

and their putative comodels. The goal of this chapter is to identifr. whether 

divergent selection is a feasible mechanism promoting polynorphism. By 

modifjing a transfer protocol developed br  Mallet and Barton (1989a), 1 test 

whether divergent selection favours H. lynno morphs that match the most 

common comodel at target sites. 

Divergent selection to match more than one local comodel may be responsible 

for H. p i h o ' s  pol *morphisrn. This is the pol morphic hlüilenan mimicn 

hypothesis. In Chapter 4,1 use observational data on  H. &no morph fiequency 

at endangered r a i  forest sites across Western Ecuador over fire years to test 

several predictions of the pohmorphic hlüllerian mimicn- . hvpothesis. - 

In Chapter 5,I  compare the results of mv research wlth those studies on other 

species of poh-morphic AIUerian mimics in He/ironil/s and other bunerflv casa. 1 

brie817 surnmarize pol *morptuc Miillerian mimicrv in Western Ecuadorian H. 

yho. I conclude bv discussing new opportunities to studv the evoluùon of 

comples traits using po11-morphsm in warninglr cotoured taxa. 



Figure 1.1 Two colours (rows) and two patterns (columns) of H. cydtzo morphs 

and the nvo putative comodels, H. eletdia (upper Ieft) and H. s@o Qower right). 

The first column is vellou- and the second column is white. The first H. p ino  

row displays the mangle phenotype (a trianguiar rellow or  white area that 

continues from the post-mediai forewing band inco the end of the discal ceil 

adjacent to the anterior edge ofcells hI3 and Cu, [the absence of melanic scaies 

in the discal celi see -1 and Figure 2.1 bj). The second H. ydm row displays the 

band phenonpe (band denotes the presence of melanic scales in the entire discal 

cell creating an unbroken post-mediai band of either vellow or whte across the 

foreskg immediateh- outside the discal cell see a). The hind-wing band-nldth 

is rneasured dong the A13 ~ i . n  (see fi and Figure 2.1 b) . 



H. cydno 

Figure 1.1 Two colours and nvo patterns of H. gho morphs and the nvo putative 
comodels, H. rlcztchin and H. sapho. The first column is yellow aiid the second 
column is white. The firsc H. ph  row displays the triangle p h e n o n ~ e  (see k). 
The second H. gdno rom displays the band phenotype (see z). The hnd-wjng 
band-widrh is rneasured dong the 313 rein (sec m. 





The genetics of warning colour in polymorphic H. cydno 

Introduction 

N.i-n-~u. SELEC~ON farours bright warning colours in unpalatable prev 

(Greenwvood et. al. 1989). Different unpalatable prev taxa share a common 

warning colour because rare variants, not recognized bv insectivorous predators, 

are injured or U e d  (Brown 1972; Greenwvood et. al. 1989; Chai 1990). This 

signal sharing, which is exhibited bv a Mde varien of insects, is Xlüilerian 

mimicm (Müller 1879). Resemblance benveen hlüiierian rnirnic species, such as 

benveen dlfferent species of Helicorzirrs butterflies (Lepidop tera: Nvxnphalidae), is 

thought to be due to the conuibution of relatireh- few unlinked grnes (Turner 

1977; Sheppard et al. 1985). In conuast to the majoricv of hlüilerian mimics, 

several unpalatable species of Hekonilrs butterflies eshibit distinct warning-colour 

polrmorphisms (Brown and Benson 1974; Mallet et al. 1990; Turner 1968a). 

The genetic bases of these enigmatic polrmorphisms are poorly known. 

1 inrestigate the genetic basis of  poivmorphism in an unpalatable species, H. 

t)dno, from Kestern Ecuador. Throughout most of irs range H. gdno CO-occurs 

wlth at least one other unpalatable species of Heliconills buttertly (a "comodel") 

that displavs a nearlr identical warning signal (Brown 1979, 1981). Twell-e out of 

16 different H. p h o  races are monornorphic and match a single unpalatable 

comodel species (Brown 1979). The remaining H ydno races described in 

Brown (1979) are polvmorphic in the classic sense of "the occurrence together in 

one habitat of nvo or more discontinuous forms of a species in such proportions 

that the rarest of them cannot be maintained merely by recurrent mutation" 

(Ford 1940 quoted in Ford 1923: 44). Ford includes both transient and balanced 

polymorphisms in dus defkition (Ford 1953). An esample of the former is H. 

9d .o  ayn~ee in the Cauca Valley of  Colombia, where one colour-pattern morph, 



L C wymeni," historicailv CO-mimetic with a now extinct cornodel species, Elpnza 

/Icirn.boldt ngali., has been replaced in t h s  c e n w  by another morph, "ggrtsrali," 

apparendv CO-mimetic Mth the currentlv common H. erato che~terfuonii (Linares 

1997). 

h possible balanced polvmorphism esists in a geographically separate population 

of H. gdno in Ecuador. Across lowland Western Ecuador, there are nvo colour 

morphs of H. ~ d n o  (yeilow vs. white). Each colour morph has one oinvo 

common forewing patterns (triangle vs. band), rnalimg a total of  four colour- 

pattern morphs. The pattern morphs were preciouslv described as races, &e 

"mangle" morph as H. c. alithea Hewitson and the "band" rnorph as H. c. haensbii 

Riffarth (Figure 1.1). However, these four morphs freelv interbreed and 1 wiil 

refer ro h e m  onlv - .  br colour and pattern. Intermediates benveen triangle and 

band are present in the fieid but are rare (< 4%). Two of these colour-pattern 

morphs of H. y h o  apparently rnimic nvo monomorphc Heliconiz~lrs species with 

which thev are broadlr . svmpatric: . the veilow-triangle morph of H. gdno mimics 

H. elezich, and the white-band morph of H. ~ d n o  mimics H. r@o, respectivelr 

(hereafter referred to as comodels, Figure 1 A). Hence mimicy may help 

maintain this polrmorphism. 

The main objective of ths  smdv 1s ro determine the number of  genes 

responsible for H. p h z o  colour, pattern and hind-wing band-wldth variation. 

Determining the number of loci and deles  that code for H. pz'no colour and 

pattern differences has three main benefits. The genetic data are inherendy 

interesting because rnimicrv theon. suggests the evolution of a new warning- 

colour pattern from an old pattern requires major mutations that provide a 

"rough-and-ready" resemblance to  a new mode1 (or comodel species Turner 

1977, Sheppard et. al. 1985). Are different morphs of H. gdno due to few loci of 

major effecc or  manv loci each of s m d  effect (Mallet 1989; Linares 1996)? Are 



these genes Linked to fom supergenes or are they unlinked? Second, 

understanding the genetic bases of colour and pattern inheritance aliows a test of 

hvpotheses about Müllerian mimicrv's effect on the four colour-pattern morphs 

in the field bv measuring de le  frequenn change and gametic correlations 

estimated €rom field counts of each butterflv morph @Idet  et. al. 1990). Finally, 

discerning genetic correlations benVeen colour-pattern elements ~~~ ultimately 

lead to insight into how cornples characters, such as mimetic warning-colour 

patterns, evolve. 

HJ p O the fer 

Existing Helironirls genetic data indicare that aileles for white are norrndy 

dominant to those for veilow (Gilbert et. al. 1988) and that these colours 

consutute a background on which dominant alleles (or epistatic genes) for black 

or red scales form patterns (Nijhout, Wrav and Gilbert 1990). Based on these 

earlier findings 1 assess one hvpothesis to esplain colour variation and t h e  

hvpotheses to esplain pattern variation in Western Ecuadorian H. p h o .  

The colour hvpothesis is that differences are produced by nvo alleles (white [IF] 

and rellow [w]) at a single locus, with Kdorninant and JU recessive (Gilbert et. al. 

1988). The three pattern hvpothrses are as foilows. First, the rhree pattern 

phenonpes are produced bv nvo codorninant deles (B and b) at  a single locus, 

giving the genonpes BB for band, Bb for intermediate and bb for triangle. 

Codorninance of mimetic traits is common in hybrids benveen Hehcoiils races 

and species (Mallet 1989; Nijhout, Wray and Gilbert 1990). In the second 

hvpothesis B is dominant to b, and intermediate is produced by a third allele 1, 

which is dominant to b and recessive to B. The thrd hvpothesis is chat B is 

dominant to b, but intermediates are produced by a modifier gene with two 

alleles (+ or -) modibing the pattern (the + dele  epistatic to the It allele or the - 

dele  with no effect on b), giving nine possible genotypes (sis of which are 



shown in Table 2.2). This is also consistent wividi the dominance relationships 

described br Gilbert and Nijhout (Gilbert et. ai. 1988; Nijhout, Wrav and Gilbert 

IWO). 

hLimicn- benveen H. yho and its nvo comodels mar favour a genenc correlation 

benveen colour, ulng pattern and relative hind-wing band-width. In Western 

Ecuador, H. elezdiia has a vide hnd-wing band, and H. saph  has a narrow hmd- 

viing band-width (Figure 1 A). Phenonpic correlations benveen colour and 

pattern in nild populations are discussed in Chapter 4. In this chapter, 1 ask nvo 

questions about hnd-wing band-width: 1) 1s hind-mlng band-width heritable? 2) 

1s the relative size of the hmd-wing band correlated Mth the hypothesized 

genonpe at the other colour and pattern loci descnbed above? 

Materials and methods 

C@fiLle re~ring 

1 captured butterfies in \7i7estern Ecuador at Finca El Copal (0'' 53' S 79" 05' \Y) 

in late August of 1993 and 1994. 1 packed live burtertlies in new glassine 

envelopes and sealed h e m  in plastic containers containing moist chernical free 

tissue. These containers were stored in a 12V DC auto cooler maintained at 18' 

C. 1 transferred butterfies benveen El Copd and Quito, Ecuador, b r  vehcle 

over one Nght. The foUowing morning, 1 immediatel~ flew them ro Austin, 

Tesas. Butterfies were released in rooftop greenhouse insectaries at Patterson 

Labs, Universin- of Tesas in Austin. 

1 indwidudv marked all butterfies on the rentrai h d - w i n g  margin with a 

Sharpie ultra fine-point pen. Eggs from captured females were collected and 

reared in a growth chamber on  suitable Pns~floora host plants. This provided 

freshlv eclosed virgin female progeny for crosses. Virgin females were 

numbered, scored for phenoqpe, and placed in greenhouses with either a 

vellow-triangle, white-triangle, or white-band male and monitored hourly u n d  

I l  



mated. Femdes q ica i iy  mare within the first 24 hours and remain in cop~ih  for 

severai hours to over a dav. Afcer each female bunerflv mated, 1 recorded the 

ID nurnber and p h e n o q e  of  the male buttertly. 1 isolated fernales in individual 

2 . ~ 2 ~ 3  meter cages and provided them 1~1th fresh plant materid for o\lposition. 

Eggs were collected d d v  from isolated kmdes and reared separatelv in S O m l  

plastic cups. Lanyae were provided with fresh Pa~~Ifrooru leaf rnateriai on a dailv 

basis. Late instar larvae were reared in three to four L plastic containers to 

facilitate pupation. 1 marked and photographed each offspring and recorded its 

phenon-pe and ID number. These individuds were either returned to 

greenhouses to become part of the stock, retained for crossing, or  fiozen for 

Iater andysis. 

Phetz0gpe.s 

Helicorzi~i~ Mngs consist of light and dark scaled areas (Gilbert et. 

areas of the fore- and hnd-nlng of H. g h o  bunerflies are either 

al. 1988). Light 

white or vellow. 

In H. pacbitz~~s (considered conspecific with H. p h o  bv L. E. Gilbert pers. 

comm.) veilow is produced when the pigment 3-hvdrosvh-nurenine . binds u-ith a 

peptide or s m d  pol~peptide keeping it in an alkaLne state (Gilbert et. al. 1988). 

V4bte is produced when . 3-hrdros~h-nurenine . is not bound to the peptide 

(Gilbert et. al. 1988). hlelanic scales mask underIrhg rellow, white or brown 

scales (Gilbert et. al. 1988). 5Ielanin is usuallv espressed in discrete patches 

thought to be generated b~ se r id r  repeated "pattern elernents" found across the 

fore- and hind-wing of Nvmphalid bunerflies (Nijhout, Wrar and Gilbert 1990). 

The "triangle" form H. gdno has a triangular white or vellow area that continues 

from the white or vellow post-media1 forewing band into the end of the discal 

ceLI adjacent to the junction of the h13 and Cu, veins (see Figure 2.lb). The 

triangle refers to 3n absence of melanic scales in the end of discal cell (i.e., white 

or vellow scaies, see Figure 2.lb). The "band" form denotes the presence of  

melanic scales in the entire discal cell. Visudy, these melanic scales frame an 



unbroken post-medial band of either white or r-eilow across the forewing 

immediatelv outside the discal cell. Black scaies cover all the discal ceil and a 

portion of the adjacent area benveen veins Cu, and Cu, (see Figure 2.1 b). 

Intermediates benveen triangle and band were rare in most collections from 

Western Ecuador (< 4%). These individuals had partial espression of the full- 

band characteristic in the area of the discal ceil normdr espressing white or 

reiiow scaies in the triangle state (see Figure 2.lb). ALI pattern morphs have 

either white or veliow scaies on the trading edge of the hind-wing (Figure 2.1~). 

I measured relative hind-wing band-wldth (RH\.VBLV] as a ratio of the Mdth of 

the white or vellow band (BK? on the mailing edge of the h d - w i n g  measured 

along die hI3 mng-rein to the total length of the M3 wing vein (BYV/M3, see 

Figure 3.1~). Since the BYV is a1wai.s less than M3,I used the arcsine square-root 

to transform RHW'BYG for all staùstical tests (Zar 1984). An alternative rneasure 

of the relative size of the hmd-wing band wvould be the residuals from a 

regression of hind-wing band-width @\Y) on LI3 length (as defined above). 

Both measurements led to identical results, and I present results from only the 

former. Residuals, whch depend on the total population in the regression 

anairsis, do not fachtate benveen-population comparisons. 

Cro~.siq desigz 

The crossing design \vas initiallr motivated br  quantitative genetics methods 

(Lande 1981). 1 began br  hand selecting the field-caught H. gdno population 

nvo esueme directions using greenhouses to isolate them. hfter selection, I 

planned to perform crosses to esthate  the number of loci and alleles 

responsible for the colour and pattern polymorphism and variation in relative 

hnd-wing band-width. However, one selected h e  repeatedlv went extinct so 1 

report the results of incidental crosses made during the selection phase of the 

studv. Both the selection phase and the crossing phase provide useful 

information on the nature of inhentance of warning-colour pattern 



polvmorphisms in H. cydno. Crosses of homozvgous recessive and homozygous 

dominant genonpes at ail loci (ColIowed bv subsequent F,, F. crosses and back- 

crosses) provide the best estimate of the number of loci and aileles responsible 

for the colour and pattern differences (Lande 1981). If white is dominant to 

rellow and band is dominant to triangle (Gilbert et. al. 1988), then an optimal 

crossing design would begin nith homozvgous recessive (yeilow-triangle) and 

homozrgous dominant (white-band) individuals (Lande 198 1). T o  create these 

homoz~~gous Lines 1 utilized nc-O different greenhouses to select for the esueme 

colour-pattern morphs (yeiiow-triangle and white-band) thought to be CO- 

mimetic of  H. e l e i h k  and H. sqûho, respectivelr. 

Using the 1993 butterflies, 1 selected for yeilow-triangle morphs by placing them 

alone into greenhouse number 8 and removing dl white and/or band offspring 

that arose from the field-rnated rellow-triangle females. 1 selected for white- 

band morphs from the initial 1993 bunerflies by isolating h e m  in greenhouse 6 

and subsequendr removing all reIiow- and/or triangle offspring. In the tall of 

1994, I added addiuonal El Copal field-caughr butterfies to greenhouses 

bellow-triangle to greenhouse 8, and whte-band to greenhouse 6) and again 

applied selection to purik these nro  morphs. Ttus was especialll- important in 

greenhouse 6 because artificid selection applied during the previous rear had 

reduced this population to near extinction. 1 continued selecting for 

homozvgous white-band butterfies d u h g  the falll994 and spring 1995, but 1 

was unable ro remove putarive recessive colour or pattern deles from the initial 

population (due to the strong selection applied which reduced the population 

size and may have led to inbreeding). The loss of the white-band buttertlies in 

greenhouse 6 during the summer of 1993 prevented the planned esperirnental 

pairings. The pure vellow=triangle bunerflies were not maintained after this time. 

During the f d  of 1794 and the spring of 1795 1 made incidental crosses to 



explore inheritance of colour and pattern in H. ydno. The results of these 

unplanned crosses are reported here. 

Newlv eclosed fernales were crossed to white-triangle, white-band or vellow- 

triangle males bv temporanlr placing these females in greenhouses 4 (mised 

population), 6 or 8, respectivelr. Periodic obsen*ations of these females were 

made. XIatings are hard to miss because males clasp the fernale for several hours 

to one dar. Ail matings were recorded and males that were obsen-ed clasping 

kmales were marked with a dot of coloured indelible ink to facilitate subsequenr 

identification, recapture, numbering, and measurement. Femaies that did not 

mate in 24 to 48 hours were removed and escluded from the analysis. Parental 

genon-pes from these crosses were inkrred according to the assurnptions of 

each genetic hi-pothesis being tested. First, dominance relationships were 

contimied bv the ease nith which pure pheno pes were achieved b r  selection in 

greenhouse 8 kellow-triangle) and difficuln. in greenhouse 6 (u-hte-band). 

Second, obklous segregation for colour or pauern in broods resulting from 

parents who shared the same colour (white) or the same pattern (band) 

confirmed dominance assignments. For esample, the nvo white parents of 

brood #7 produced both white and vellow ottspring (Table 2.1). Tnis  is 

consistent with white being dominant to rellow. Both parents must have been 

heterozvgous for colour. 

1 assessed the tikelihood of a given hvpothesis by analyzing broods from parents 

whose genonpes are inferred from families with mked offspring; if genonpes 

cannot be inferred the cross was escluded. This method is potentially biased, 

because small broods resulting from crosses that would norrndy produce 

offspring of rnised colour and pattern ma. f d  to do so (Weir 1990). 

Maintairing a constant f a d y  s i x  could elirninate h s  bias bv dowing 

adjusment of expected offspring ratios (YVeir 1990). However, diis was not 

possible owing to s m d  sample size. 



xtari.hcaa/ Tests cf Genetit ~\/lone/s 

1 compared frequencies of offspring phenotypes from crosses to espected 

offspring frequencies predicted by the different hypotheses for colour and 

pattern Liheritance (Table 2.3). Espected frequencies for the one-locus nvo- 

ailele hypothesis for colour are found in Table 2.2a. Those for pattern are found 

in Table 2.2b-f. Three hvpothesized heterozygous one-locus three-dele 

genon-pes (BI, B6, Ib) and the one homozygous recessive genotype (bu) can 

promice nine possible mating combinations (those consistent with the brood 

results are shown in Table 32e). The nvo-locus modifier hvpothesis predicts the 

ratios shown in Table 2.X 

1 use Gtests to assess the goodness of fit of  offspring frequencies to particular 

hipotheses. The Gtest  statistic is equivalent to nr;ice the difference benVeen the 

hl-lïkelihood of the data and the espected offspring counts (Zar 1984). The G 

test statistic's additiviry property aiiows data from different broods that bear on 

the same hpothesis to be combined or pamtioned (Edmards 1992; M d e t  1989). 

First, 1 combined broods whose parent's inferred genotypes had the same 

espected offspring ratio. The Gstatistic for the combined broods is then 

compared to a Chi-square distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the 

nurnber of phenonpe classes (columns) minus one within each inferred 

genotype (rows in Table 2.2). Each geneac hypothesis also predicts different 

ratios for each different inferred parental genotype. Thus, an overaii test of the 

hvpothesis is equivalent to the sum of the individual (row) Gstatisucs with the 

sum of the degrees of freedom from each test statistic minus 1 (e.g., the first nvo 

rows in Table 2.21; Mallet 1989). One degree of freedom was lost for crosses 

resulting in all recessive offspring (either colour or pattern) because models 

compared here share the same predictions with respect to d recessive offspring. 

Anv strong departures from the overall hypothesis would show up in the sum G 

statistic (Edwards 1992). Contingency tests such as the Gtest  can be sensitive to 



low expected ceiI counts but are more robust than x2 tests (Zar 1984). 

Corrections for s m d  sample sizes were not used because this destroys the 

addttkity of the test statistic, and low cell counts are ameiiorated in a combined 

test @Idet 1787). Zero ce1 counts in any one row give no information and thus 

are not included in calculating the In-likelihoods; however, the lack of 

observations where zeros are espected lends powerM support a given genetic 

hypothesis (compare espected ratios with data in Table 2.2). Mallet (1989) also 

simuiated srnail sample size 2s2 contingency tables and found a minimum 

sample size of 11 gare a nominal significance of P = .O2 - .O9 for G, = 3.84, P < 

. O 5  

Given these problems and the prelirninary nature of these data, 1 use these 

methods to discuss the hvpotheses for which the data are consistent and 

tughlight how fùture research can help distinguish benveen the remaining 

alternatives. 

Heritabilin- estimates were calculated from mid-parent and mean famdy values of 

relative hmd-wing band-width. To assess genetic correlations benveen RH\VBW 

and colour-pattern genes, 1 arranged genotypes inferred from crossing results 

(see results beloui) on a linear scale from fewer to more alleles codmg for yellow 

and uiangle patterns. T h ~ s  ailows a preliminary test for an association betsveen 

hind-wing band-width and the genoq-pes at the colour-pattern loci. Colour was 

assumed to be one-locus with nvo alleles (IV, IV), and genotypes of parents or 

offspring were coded as -1 for the IVallele and + 1 for the zv allele. For pattern 

alleles 1 assumed the 1-locus tkiree-dele mode1 because it better ailowed 

assignment of genotypes. Pattern alleles were coded as -1 for B and +1 for 6. 

Intermedate alleles were coded as -5 instead of zero because thev contribute 

partially to a "banded" phenoqpe. Surnrning both colour and pattern scores 



gives a potential range for estreme genonpes of -4 to +4. In some cases the 

second de le  at the colour or pattern locus codd not be inferred due to 

dominance m d  was therefore not scored. This resdted in a reduced obsen-ed 

range of genonpe scores (-3.5 to +4) potentiallr causing enors in the predictor 

variable and \lolaBng the assurnptions of linear regression. Therefore, to test for 

a relationship benveen the mean family "genonpic value" and the transformed 

RH\XBi%', 1 used a Speaman's rank correlation. 

Results 

Some wdd-caught veilow-triangle females produced whte and/or band 

offspring. However, selection to puri5* rellow-triangle was completed in a single 

step. After fieid-mated females died or re-mated within the greenhouse and their 

Çreshlv eclosed d u t e  or band offspring were removed, no hirrher white or band 

butterfies were produced in greenhouse 8. This mas m e  of both cohorts taken 

from the field (1793 and 1994). Their yellow-triangle offspring, when paired 

wlth other re-ellom-triangle lab descendents, never produced white or band 

offspring (D. D. Kapan and L. E. Gilbert, pers. obs.). Converselv, white-band 

bunerflies crossed to other white-band butterfies ofien produced yellow and 

triangle offspring for over eight generations in nvo separate rears after ail veilow 

and triangle butterflies and their progeny were removed (D. D. Kapan and L. E. 

Gilbert, pers. obs.). This was m e  of both cohorts of white-band butteriles 

brought in frorn the field (August 1993 and August 1994) and their white-band 

descendants. These selection results indicate that: 1) field-caught yeiIow-triangle 

females had mated Mth white and/or band males in the field; 3) that field- 

caught white-band buttertlies include heteroz~gotes that Cam. , .  vellow and triangle 

alleles; and 3) it is easv to select for vellow-triangle (pure population after one 

generation) but not for white-band (colour and pattern dominant), which we 

were unable to puri$ over a nvo-year period (possibly due to inbreeding). 



Therefore, 1 conclude that the source population 

colour and pattern and that alleles for yellow and 

for whte and band patrerns. 

was po lporphic  for both 

uiangle are recessive to those 

The dominance inferred from the selecrion phase of the smdy is also consistent 

with p r e l i m a n  cross data. Of a total of 16 crosses, no miangle-triangle crosses 

produced band phenon-pes and no vellow-rellow crosses produced white 

phenon-pes. The strength of the laner result is compromised bu s m d  sample 

size (oniy one yeliow-yellow cross; see Table 2.1). Conversel-, band-band 

crosses often produced uiangle offspring, and whm-white crosses often 

produced yelIow offspring (Tables 2.1 & 2.2). The ease of selecting for di 

yeLlow-triangle morphs in greenhouse 8 and the remainder of the colour 

segregation across broods stronglv implr that veliow is recessive to white. 

Colour 

1 tested 

with sis 

(broods 

the goodness-of-fit of the one-locus nvo-allele hvpothesis for colour 

relevant crosses (Table 2.1). Crosses involving onlv white parents 

3,3 and 7)  produced both white and rellow buttertlies in approsimatel~ 

a 3: 1 ratio when broods are summed (Table 2.2a, G, = 0.14, P = 0.71). Crosses 

with onlv one white and one ~eliow- parent (broods 6 and 15) produced offspring 

in an approsimateh~ 1:l ratio (Table 22a, G, = 0.40, P = 0.53). Findy, one 

yellow by . reUow . cross produced 27 d-yeiiow o f f s p ~ g  (brood 16). The 

cumulative value of the Gstatis tic for the informative broods of the one-locus 

nvo-allele colour hypothesis is low (G2 = 0.54, P = 0.76), indicating that the 

single-locus nvo-dele hypothesis for colour is consistent with the data. 

Pr;r#ern 

Two codorninant alleles at a single locus is the simplest hvpothesis ro account 

for the range of pattern phenotypes (band, intermediate and triangle). Under 

t h s  hypothesis ali parents can be assigned an unambiguous genotype based on 



their phenotype; either BB (band), Bb (intermediate) or bb (triangle). Howemr, 

the data categoricailr reject dus hvpothesis because crosses benveen nvo-banded 

parents (brood 1) produced some triangle offspring; crosses benveen band and 

triangle parents (broods 2 to 3) produced all three phenotypes; and one cross 

(brood 6) benVeen an intermediate parent and a band parent produced some 

triangle offspring. XI of these results are impossible under the CO-dominance 

hypothesis thus ruiing it out (Table 2.2b). 

Crosses invohlng onlr band or triangle parents and offspring are consistent with 

nvo-alleles ar a single locus wlth B completely dominant to 6 Fable 2.2~). 

Because intermediates are recessive to band parterns, we can lump intermediate 

Wth triangle offspring (15 broods) to create a more powerfd test. Under ttus 

test, the data do not contradict the espected offspring ratios for one-locus nvo- 

alleles B and "II>" (see Table 22d, G, = 0.68, P = 0.71). 

Two more hpotheses are the one-locus three-aliele model, where the third ailele 

is intermediate, and the nvo-locus nvo-dele model where the second locus is a 

modifier of the first. Table 2.2e shows inferred genotypes and offspring counts 

for the one-locus three-dele hvpothesis involving 15 broods. The inferred 

genonpes predict segregation patterns similar to those found, although sample 

size is smail in hl-O of the three offspring categories. Predictions of the single 

locus three-allele hvpothesis are indistinpshable from the nvo-locus modifier 

hypothesis (Table 2.29. Additional crosses benveen individuals heteroz~gous 

for the 1 (or +) aiiele and recessive triangle individuals could distinguish benr-een 

the single-locus three-dele and nvo-locus modifier hypothesis with sufficient 

f a d v  size. It is important to note that variable penetrance of the band 

characteristic could be heritable. Thus, the tlwd de l e  or modifier could be due 

to heritable variation in penetrance (Mallet 1989) 



Because the gene-frequencies in the coiiected population are unknown and 

famiiy size is not constant, it is impossible to calculate the probabilin that 

crosses escluded from this anairsis (such as the first nvo crosses in Table 2.2a) 

were from 

assigned). 

Hebtabihg 

heterozygous parents (because parental genotypes could not be 

bi~zd-zyi~g ~~~~~zuinfh 

In addition to colour and pattern, the relative size of the white or veiIow hind- 

wing band (as detined in methods) is the iast rnirneticallv relevant trait andrzed. 

Quantiie-quande plots of M Y B W  and its componen: traits (;LI3 and BW 

length) indicate that variation in this trait is approsimatelr norrnallr distributed 

(data not shoan). Of the 16 broods presenad in Table 2.1 1 had measurements 

of the size of the hind-wing band for both parents and at least one offspring of 

only 10 families. Figure 7.2 shows the results of the mid-parent offspring 

regression for the relative size of the hind-wing band-wïdth. This relationshp is 

suggestive of additive genetic variability for d i i s  trait amongst the study 

populaaon (lJ = 0.67, one-railed P = 0.069; see Table 2.3). The hentabhty 

values from the mother offspring regression and the father offspring regression 

are s i d a r  but also non-significant (see Table 2.3). 

ilrsobmion Iiehvee~z h i d n  71g bmzd-luidth und rolour-pattern loci 

The rwo different comodels have different relative hind-wing band-widths. The 

ail-vellow species H. elerlcliia has a wide l u n d - k g  band (average ratio = 0.77 + 
0.001 SE), whereas white H. r a p h  has a narrow hind-wing band (average ratio = 

0.39 + ,0001 SE; see Chapter 4). hlïmicn benveen these comodels and estreme 

H. g h o  morphs leads to the prediction that hind-wing band-width of yeiIo~- 

triangle butteraes (CO-mimetic of H. e/eucbia) should be greater than the hmd- 

wing band-width for white-band (CO-mimetic of H. sqbo). 1s hnd-wing band- 



width relativelv greater when associated with genes coding for yellow and 

triangle patterns? 

The relationship benveen mean RH\YBW and mean genonpe scores for aii 16 

families is significant (Figure 2.3, Spearman's p = 0.56, Z = 2.1 7, P = 0.015). 

This indicates a genetic correlation benveen RHVX%W and colour pattern in the 

predicted direction. Repeated anaimis wlth colour and pattern scored separatelv 

revealed most of the correlation \vas benveen RH\Yi'BW and de l ic  status at the 

colour locus (Spearman's p ~ 0 . 5 9 ,  Z = 2.28, P = 0.01 1) whereas the pattern 

locus is not sigmficantiv correlated wlth RH\VE3\K7 (Spearman's p = 0.35, Z = 

Discussion 

The main rnimetic 

(H. elerchia and H. 

resemblance benveen H. p h o  morphs and the nvo comodels 

sapho) appear to be due to nvo genes of large effect. Colour 

variation is due to a single-locus ~11th two alleles, where one d e l e  (IF') is 

completelv dominant to the other. The largest phenonpic differences benveen 

band and triangle patterns are also generated by variation at a single locus with 

nvo major alleles (B,  1>) with one ailele (B) completely dominant. Intermedate 

pattern phenonpes were either due to a h r d  ailele segregating at the pattern 

locus or a modifier allele with epistatic effects on the recessive pattern dele. 

The genetic basis of colour and pattern polymorphsm in H. cydno is s i d a r  to 

the genetic basis for coiour and pattern differences between other races o r  

species of Heliconizt~ (Turner 1977; Sheppard et. al. 1985; Gilbert et. ai. 1988; 

Mallet 1989; Xijhout, Wrav and Gilbert 1990; Linares 1996). This consistena. 

with earlier crossing data suggests that problems with s m d  family size, inferring 

parental g e n o q e s  from segregation in f a d e s ,  and combining data across 

broods did not obscure the simple Mendeban basis of inheritance of colour and 

pattern. 



However, despite consistency with more extensive crosses benveen races and 

species of rielionirrs butterflies the hypotheses supported bv . mv . data need to be 

tested M e r  on Western Ecuadorian H. @no. In the future, 1 plan to 

distl7guish between the one-locus three-dele hvpothesis and the nvo-locus 

modifier hypothesis by c a q i n g  out crosses of intermediates versus triangle 

butterfies with increased brood sizes for sereral generations. Crosses Mdi 

increased brood size and increased range of relative hnd-wing band-width will 

also help improve heritabilin estimates. More comples modifier hypotheses for 

the inheritance of pattern are possible (see Linares 1996), bur they do not ment 

consideration in the present studr given the paucity of the data. The present 

data aiso 

genes. 

Moi/Terr 

Modifier 

do  not allow a test of independent assomnent of colour and pattern 

loci are also known from other uaits in H. g d z o  (Linares 1996). 

Intermediates benveen triangle and band phenonpes ma? be caused bu deles 

1~1th similar effects to a gene described in a study of H. p h o  nrgnze~ forms 

wgwzeri and gti~tari inhabiting the Cauca Valley near Cali in Colombia (Linares 

1996). In his studr, Linares found a white spot present in the distal area of the 

discal cell of the rrvy~zen'forrn. This white spot appeared to be conuoiied by a 

single locus (DC) with nvo aileles and incomplete dorninance. Linares found an 

intermediate sized white spot in heteroz~gotes, whereas homozvgotes (DC, DC, 

genowpes) had no white spot. Homozygotes (DCJICJ had a Iarger white spot, 

characteristic of the nqnzenn form. Linares also found a "major rnimicry locus" L 

whose two delomorphs code for differences in the fore- and hnd-wings of 

avyzen andgctstac7 forms. L i s  episratic to rhe DClocus. Theg~utati forms 

(L''L';) have forewings that are nearly completely covered with dark scales. The 

G C phenotypic effects of (L  L ) provide a good resemblance togt/stavz's putative 

comodel H. erato chestertmii. This resemblance is caused by the effects of the LG 



d e l e  that convens several white areas of the forewing to dark and appears to 

partiailv mask the effect of the DG ailele. In my study, the B d e l e  appears to be 

able to mask intermediate variants. If a modifier locus similar to DCgenerated 

the intermediate morphs of H. gd~ro found in this study, epistasis benveen the 

nvo deles  (B masking +) ma. be \-en s i d a r  to that between L" and DG. One 

difference benveen L'; and B is that L'; appears to only pamdy mask 

homozygotes for DGD-, whereas B appears to to tdy  mask intermediate 

patterns generated by the putative + ailele. h second difference benveen L" and 

B is that the phenotypic effects of B are Limited to a smali pomon of the discal 

celi, whereas the effect of Lc; is more widespread including the entire forewing 

(see Linares 1996 for illustrations). Additionai research is necessan- to determine 

the genetic bases for Ecuadorian H. gdno forewing variation. 

Ozrcln fifn fifitr runhtroir in himi--r~i~g bmd-idth? 

In my study, ail butterfies possess white or veliow trading hind-uing bands. 

This character is not found in n q m e ~  orgm-tn~i forms found in the Cauca Vaiiev. 

However, it is present in a thrd Colombian subspecies H. r. gd~ides whose 

comodel (H. e/ettchia e!edin) also has a light trading edge hind-wing band (Brown 

1979; Linares 1996). Linares (1996) found a single Locus (Sb) with three alleles 

controlling submargmal differences betsveen ~ ~ y l e n ,  gzi~tari and 4,l ir i .  (The 

latter Çorm has allele Sb, coding for the absence of melanic scales on the hnd- 

wing marginal area.) In Western Ecuador, H. vdno appears to have a gene \vith 

s i d a r  action to the St>, dele. However, continuous variation in the width of 

the marginal band relative to size of the hind-wing suggests either a polygenic 

basis for rhis character or a high degree of enviionmental variance. Genetic 

variance in t h s  character could be due to alternate allelomorphs at a similar locus 

to Sb or an epistatic modifier locus controlling the amount or position of the 

melanic scales demarcating the edge of the hmd-wing marginal band. A final 

possibility is a pleiotropic effect of the colour-pattern variation itself o n  hind- 



wing band-width. This latter possibilitv shouid not be quickiy d e d  out, at least 

for a pleionopic effect of pattern, because widening hind-wing bands and 

generating the triangle both involve a loss of melanin, whereas narrowing the 

hind-wing band and generating the band involve an increase in melanin. 

The relationship benveen REiKB\7Gr and the average genon-pe for colour of 

offspring from laboraton crosses could be due to linkage benc-een colour and 

band-width, an epistatic interaction benc-een loci for colour and RH\XEVX7 or 

disequilibrium benveen these loci. Athough the present data do  not distinguish 

benveen these possibilities, Dr. Gilbert simultaneouslv selected both rellow- 

triangle and white-band populations for colour, pattern and, when possible, 

hind-wing band-vidth. In addition, the laboraton batterfies were derived from 

the comodel free El Copal population mhere no correlation benveen RH\WKT 

and colour-pattern was found (Chapter 4). Thus it is likely that selection in the 

lnb b d t  up disequilibriurn in the crosses. 

hlthough a genetic basis for s i d a r  variation in the relative position ofwing- 

pattern elements in Hehconilrs has been found bv L. Gilbert (e-g., the Cs locus; see 

Nijhout, Wray and Gilbert 1 O O ) ,  relative hmd-wing band-width in Western 

Ecuador H. tyhzo ma? potentiallr be influenced b r  several genes of smail effect. 

If ths  were m e ,  it wodd contrast with almost ail esisting He&-o~zimgenetics to 

date, whch generaiiy show rnimeuc characters have a simple Mendelian basis 

(Sheppard et. al. 1985; hfaiiet 1989; but see Linares 1996). Additional research ro 

determine the nature of genetic variation and influence of environmental 

variation on hind-ming band-width and correlations benveen band-with and 

colour-pattern characters wodd be verv fniitful. 

Soperget~e~, Lnkage m~d  nzinzicty 

Fitness in hliillerian mirnics is positively frequency dependent (Benson 1972; 

Mallet and Barton 1989a, Chapter 3). As a result, Hekonkr butterfies and other 



Müllerian mimics are usudv monomorphic wdun species and share warning 

colouration benveen species. Throughout most of its range different races of H. 

ph Çoiiow this d e :  monomorphic populations match a single unpalatable 

comodel species (Brown 1979; Brown 1981; Table 1 A). Resemblance of a 

Müiierian mimic to a comodel species ~picai iy  involves severai unlinked genes 

(Turner 1977). Supergenes, linked blocks of alleles coding for near complete 

resemblance to more than one comodel species, are usuallv not found (Turner 

1977). Long-term pol~morptusm (such as found in Batesian rnimicry) is thought 

to be necessary for the development of supergenes, rhrough selection for 

modifiers that are tightlv linked Mth a major mimicn locus (but see 

Charlesu-orth and Charlesworth 1975). However, some Mderian mirnics have 

supergenes. The classic difference benveen the "Posunan" and "Dennis-rayed" 

patterned H. mzto  and H. ~~fe/po/,lere races may be due one supergene (the DR/r  

locus, Mailet 1989). Linares identified the L locus in CoIombian H. g d n o  as 

another potential supergene. In both of these cases, supergenes were identified 

by crossing different races of Helirorrir~ that either abut at a hvbrid zone (Maflet 

1989) or are formed br  transient poh.morphisms brought about br  temporal 

change in comodels generated br  habitat modification (Lmares 1997). 

Polvmorphsm maintained bv simultaneous mimicn of more than one comodel 

mar persisr for penods long enough to d o w  the accumulation of modifiers to 

build supergenes (Turner 1977; Sheppard 1963). Does H. yd~zo from Western 

Ecuador possess supergenes? The B/I> locus codd  represent such a gene. 

Pattern differences benveen band and triangle phenonpes mav be the result of a 

larger iinked group of genes. Intermediates could be due to rare crossing over 

benveen component loci (see Mallet 1989), however, this scenario is not Likelv 

because the phenotype frequency of intermediates in the field is too high (- 4%, 

see Chapter 4). The effect of the B/L locus is Limited to a srnall area of  the 

Çorewing and could be accounted for by the action of a single pattern element as 



described by Nijhout, Wray and Gilbert (1990). Hind-wing band-width is very 

likely associated with an individual's Senotype at the colour-pattern loci. Lab 

data support a h k  benveen colour and hind-wing band-width whereas field data 

[rom sites wl th  nvo cornodels show a phenonpic correlation benveen pattern 

and hind-wing band-width. Thus RHLX'BW is not consisrentlv associated Mth 

colour or pattern (Chapter 4). Findv, field sun-eys of p h e n o p e  frequencies at 

El Copal fit Hardy-K'einberg propomons in SLX out of seven sampling periods 

(Chapter 1). This indicates that the major colour and pattern aileles assort 

relativelv independentlv (see Chapter 4). In conclusion, although H. gdo  in 

Western Ecuador appears to be in a situation conducive to the evolution of 

supergenes, apparently none have been formed. 

Suong linkage benveen colour and pattern is apparendr absent despite the long- 

term persistence of H. c y h  polrmorphism in Western Ecuador. This 

persistence should provide an oppominity for the evolution of supergenes that 

better match each different comodel (Chapter 4). Several possible genetic or 

selective conscraints mav be responsible for the lack of hkage benVeen colour 

and panern genes in Western Ecuadorian H. gdm. First, Helironilrs species have 

a hgh haploid chromosomes number (2 19, Suomalainen et. al. 1973, Brown 

1981), thus colour and pattern loci likelr esist on separate chromosomes. 

Second, temporal and spatial variation in the predominant comodel rnav favour 

different morphs at different times or places such that the order of morph 

fitness is not always identical. This mould desuor linkage (Chapter 4). k d ,  

even in the presence of both comodels, IF'-& genonpes (white-band 

phenorçpes thought to be mirnetic of H. mph) and i u ~ b b  genoqpes (yellow- 

triangle phenon-pes thought to be rnimetic of H. e/errchicl) mav not necessanlv be 

superior over W-bb genoripes (v-hite-triangle phenotvpes). [EiW homozvgotes 

mac be as fit when espressed with at least one B dele  (white-band) as with nvo 

bb deles (white-triangle) when the white comodel H. sapho is common (as may 



be the case at Thdandia, Chapter 4). The opposite may be m e  when H. e /e rd ia  

is common; all-yeIlow homozvgotes (IM~) mav onlr be fit when espressed with 

bb homozvgotes beiiow-triangle buaer£lies, see Chapter 3). h o t h e r  possibdity 

is that IV-l>b indhlduals (white-triangle) have a general-purpose phenotype 

whch, dependmg on the environment, gains Lirnited protection from the 

presence of H. eierichin or H. rapho, but gains general protection from being the 

most abundant morph of H. gdno a t  polvmorphic sites (Chapter 4; but see 

Chapter 3). Findy, selection against colour-pattern mismatches is not predicted 

in areas where H. ydno is common, but not svmpatric nidi any comodel species 

(such as the El Copd source site, see Chapter 4). In the absence of comodels, 

each morph (if sufficiently common) mal- Iead to predator generalization 

resulting in weak or no detectable selection against morphs with the lowest 

frequency (Chapter 4). This wodd lead to a breakdown of iinkage. Ttus appears 

to be the case with the lack of phenonpic correlation between RHKU3LX' and 

pattern genes at El Copal (Chapter 4). 

Dor?iinnnce 

The B deie  shows a clear dorninance relationshp to the I (or +) and the b aliele 

consistent with Sijhout, Krav,  and Gilbert's (1990) findings that in seven out of 

the 10 loci the? studied the addition of red, brown, or black scales (increase in a 

pattern-detenriining activitv) \vas dominant to yeilow or whte (Iack of or 

decrease in pattern-determining activitv). Tne nvo exceptions to ths  dominance 

d e  in their study, are codominant alleles at one locus Fs in H. c)'d.zo, and another 

nvo loci ( D  and R in H. rmIponl~ne), that have red dominant to black respectivel~. 

iUlelic codorninance at many loci is often revealed by crossing parapauic races 

(Maiiet 1989) or species of Heliconizi.s (L. E. Gilbert, unpubiished data). 

Dorninance in these Xlüllerian mimicry . ,  svstems is thought to be due to the 

erolution of dorninance modifiers Fumer  1977; M a o  and Burger 1995), whch 

improves the resemblance of a given race to the local comodels because bird 



predators remove intermediate or "fuzq" patterned individuals (Mailet 1989). 

Codominance occurs more ofien in crosses benveen races and species where the 

deles are foreign to the genetic background. In H. &O complete dominance at 

the B / b  locus may be due to sustained polynorphism over tirne allowing the 

opportunity for dominance modifiers to evolve and eventuaiir become linked to 

a major pattern Locus. More work on Ws te rn  Ecuadonm H. c y h o  is necessary 

to determine if this has occurred. 

Conclusions 

Preliminan findings indicate that the genetic basis for coiour morph differences 

in H. gdno is simple, one locus with nvo deles. Pattern morphs dso segregate at 

one locus with nvo major deles and either a rarer "intermediate" d e l e  or the 

presence of a separate epistatic modifier locus. Possible herirabilin in the 

continuous hmd-wing band-width suggests polvgenic basis or a simple genetic 

basis environmental noise. Polvmorphisms, such as those found in H. 

g d m ,  provide interesting mode1 svstems to study the genetics of traits that have 

potentiak evolved under strong selection. 



Figure Legend 

Figure 2.1 Two colours (rows) and three patterns (colurnns) of H. iydno 

phenonpes (A.). Intermediate patterns have an intermediate level of melanin o n  

scales in the distd portion of the discal cell (see methods for furrher 

information). In the "triangle" form the Light gray area indmted by .L is either 

white or rellow (B.). Intermediates have a s m d e r  white area in the center of the 

gray area indicated by -1. In the "band" form the gray a n a  indicated bu J+ is 
f i e d  with melanic scales. Visudv, dus frarnes an unbroken post-medial 

either white or  vellow across the foreuing immediatelv outside the discal 

The relative hind-wing band-nldth is the ratio of  B W  to ;LI3 as indicated 

gray arrows (C.; see methods for description). 

band of 

cell. 

bv the 

Figure 2.3 Mid-parent offspring regression of the relative size of H. ydno hind- 

Mng band-width in 10 famiiies Mth measurements from both parents and 

offspring. The ofispring familv mean for each cross was regressed against rnid- 

parent value of RHWBW. h e  represents a iinear regression of the nvo 

variables (see rnethods for fùrther information). 

Figure 2.3 Relative size of H. gho hind-wing band-width as a function of 

genon-pe in offçpring. The rnean sibling hnd-wing band-width ratio for each 

farnilr is plotted against the mean sibling genon-pe vaiue for each family. The 

value of the genonpe was determined br summing the follonlng deles at the 

hvpothesized colour loci: IF' (Whte)  = - 1, a1 (YeUow) = + i ,  and pattern loci B 

(Band) = -1, I (Intermediate) = -5, and 1> (l'%angle) = + 1. When the genotype at 

a given dele  was unknown, nodung was added or  subtracted from the totals. 

Owing to the masking effects of dominant alleles, "genotypes" of individuals 

Mth values < O were usuaiiy not M y  hown .  Line represents a linear regression 

of RVUHBW on genoq-pe value (although a Spearman's rank correlation was 

used in staustical comparisons, see methods for M e r  information). 



Band lntermediate Triangle 

White 

Yellow 

Figure 2.1 Two colours (rows) and three patterns (columns) of H. ~ A n o  phenotpes (A.). 
Intermediate patrems have an intermediate Ievd of rnelanin on scales in the distal 
portion of the discal ceil (see methods for further information). In the "triangle" 
form the light gray a r a  indicated by & is either white or yeliow (B.). 
Intemediares have a smder  white axa  in the center of the gray area indicated by 
J-. In the "band" fonn the gray area indicated by -L is füled mid i  rnelanic scalcs. 
Visually, this karnes an unbroken post-medial band of either white or y d o w  
across the forewing immediately outside the discal ceii. The relative hind-wing 
band-Mdth is the ratio of BW to M3 as indicated by the gray arrows (C.; see 
methods for descripuon). 





iMean sibling g e n o q i c  value for color-pattern 

Figure 7.3 Relauve size of H. @IO hind-wing band-widch as a îünction of genorvpe in 
O ffspcing. 
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C h a p t e r  3 

The benefit of Müllerian mimicry: divergent natural 

selection in polymorphic Heliconius cydno 

Abstract 

Polymorphsm in one unpalatable species could be fwoured by divergent 

selection to match nvo or more other unpalatable species (hown as comodels) 

that possess different warning-colour patterns. In dus chapter I test whether the 

mechanism of divergent selection is feasible br  uansferring different colour- 

pattern morphs of the polymorphic species H. g d z o  to sites dominated by one of 

nvo hypothesized comodels (the reilow species H. efercha or the white species 

H. qllo). Paired esperimental and control H. ~-~d.vo were released at four sites in 

Western Ecuador. Control buttertlies' colour macched locally dominant 

comodels, whereas esperimental buttertles differed from dominant comodels. 

K h t e  H. gdno esperimentals (nvo out of three replicates) and ïeilow 

esperimentals in a fourth repiicate had shorter life espectancies than controls. 

Conuol butterflies survived approsimatelv three times longer than espenmentai 

butterfies. Sunival differences (measured as initial and subsequent 

disappearance rates) were in the predicted direction in seven of eight 

comparisons. In low density ueatments, conuol buttertlies, u-hose colour 

matched local comodels, sun-ived sigmficantlv longer than esperimental 

butterfies. In one high-densitv repiicate, o n l ~  initial differences in disappearance 

between control and esperimental bunerflies were observed. This amears to be 

the first direct esperimental evidence of the benefit of MUerian 

positive frequency-dependent selection favours H. phzo morphs that match 

numericaily dominant comodel species. 



Introduction 

Bright colours and bold patterns are utilized br  unpaiatable or noxious species to 

ward off visudv hunting predators (W'ickler 1968). These warning signals are 

thought to be subject to aposematic (positive frequenq-dependent) selection: 

benefits of possessing a given warning signal increase as the signal becornes 

more common (Greenwood et. al. 1989). Thus aposemauc selection is predicted 

to lead to marning-signal monomorphism mthn species (Turner, Kearny, and 

Eston 1984) and signal sharing benÿeen species (Turner 1977; Sheppard et. al. 

1983) known as Midierian mimicn. (Mde r  1879). 

There is a large body of comparative evidence for aposematic selection and 

MUerian mimicn- (see Chapter 1). However, direct etldence for aposematic 

selection comes from onlr a handful of studies, includmg field simulations with 

bnghtly coloured distastehl artificid prev (Greenwood et. al. 1989) and selection 

esperirnents uulizing a single tropical aposematic species (H. rrnto where the CO- 

rnimetic species H. metponzem mas rare, Benson 1972; Xfaiiet and Barton 1989a; 

Mallet et. al. 1990). Esperirnental evidence for the benefit of signal sharing 

Letweeiz Miillerian mirnic species has not been unequivocdy demonsuated in the 

field. 

In ths  chapter 1 utiiize a field esperiment to tesr whether Alderian mimicn 

esists. 1 exploit the distribution of H. eiez~cbia, H. qûho, and polymorphe H. p h o  

in KVestern Ecuador (Chapter 1) to ask the question, does selection favour 

different colour-pattern morphs of the unpalatable species H. gho, when 

present with one or the other of their putative Miillerian comodel species (H. 

e / e d i a  or H. rqt$~o)? In addition to testing the tenets of ?*Idlerian rnimicry, 

demonstration of divergent selection generated br nvo or more comodel species 

on different morphs of single species will verifv that divergent selection can 



orphism in wamingl coloured species normaiiy subject to strong 

selection favouring a single common morph. 

In the presence of vellow H. eleztchia, populations of H. 9d.o are monomorphc 

for the matching colour @ellou-) but not partern (Chapter 4). This led to the 

prediction that selection is suonger on H. gdio colour than pattern. L'sing a 

reciprocal tram fer esperiment, 1 estirnate the strength of nanila1 selection agains t 

rare colour-patterned H. p i h o  when ther are present with one of nvo comodel 

species H. eiettchid or H. s@o. 1 esamine but fmd no evidence that differential 

emigration of rare colour-pattern H. p h o  morphs esplains the obsen-ed effect. 

Additionally, I explore the effect of the relative densiq of H. ydno morphs on 

their fitness. I argue that the presence of strong divergent narural selection to 

match nvo different H e h r ~ r t t ~  comodels is consistent with the current 

distribution of colour pol~morphism in Western Ecuadorian H. ~ydrzo. 

This work addresses nc-O processes: positive frequencv-dependent selection, 

which favours a single morph within a population because it is more common; 

and Xltillerian rnirnicn, which is the outcome of positiw frequency-dependent 

selection benveen multiple species of distastefui organisms such mat they 

converge on a common colour pattern. Earlier field esperiments have 

demonstrated that positive frequencr-dependent selection favours the common 

morph w i h n  one aposematic species, H. erato (Benson 1772; Mallet and Barton 

1989a). However, the present field esperiment provides e~ldence that divergent 

frequency-dependent selection favours different morphs of a single species, H. 

&HO, that are &hilerian mimics of nvo different comodels. As far as 1 am aware, 

this is the first esperimental test of the selective value of signal sharing betweetz 

Mderian mimic species--the Uerzgit of Müllerian mimicry. 



Materials and methods 

Sttf4 X h  

I captured veiiow and white H. p h o  buttertXes from nvo source sites and 

released them at four sires in W'estern Ecuador Fable 3.1). At three release sites 

(Agua Caliente, Manta Real, and Maquipucuna) onlv . vellow . H. y h o  occurs 

naturdv wïth the reiIow comodel H. eletdia.  At a fourth site, Thalandia, d 

four morphs of H. gdno occur at low densin- with both comodels H. elettcbia and 

H. sapho (Chapter 4). At Tinalandia the relative tiequencv and densin- of the two 

comodel species varies seasondy and annuallr, possibly due to vaiation in host 

plant growth (Chapter 4). During the release ar Tinalandia, H. s q b h  and white 

H. &O outnumbered rellow buttertlies (either H. e l e t d i a  or yellow H. y h o )  bu 

121. 

Source sites for esperimentailv released bunerflies were chosen from sires mhere 

H. p h o  is poh-morphic and occurs at high densin-. Two sites were unlized, El 

Copal (sources for three releases) and El Padrino (source for one release; Table 

3.1). 

E.xpenken ta /  i\>Iet.oh 

Cp to 30 pairs of esperimental (locallv rare colour at the targeted release sire) 

and control (locally common colour at the same release site) bunerflies were 

captured from a source site. Captive buttertlies were temporady held in 

nurnbered glassine envelopes in coilection boxes. Butterfies were fed saturated 

sucrose solution evew four hours during darlight. M e r  four to sis hours 

butterfies were individuah nurnbered on their ventral hnd-wing m a r p s  using 

a black permanent marker (Sharpie ultra fine point) and then released into cages. 

To minirnize desiccation, butterflv cages were rnisted with fitered water. Caged 

butterfies were also Çed a sanirated sucrose solution immediarely before dusk, in 

the morning, and eveq four hours during the dav. 



Butterflies were transported to release sites as soon as sufficient nurnbers were 

coilected (median 3 dan,  range 1 to 6 days). Butteraes were packed in fresh 

enc-elopes in ainight plastic containers containing moist chernical-free ussue. 

These containers were stored in a 12V DC auto cooler maintained at 18°C. For 

each replicate, butterflies were transferred benveen source and release sites by 

vehicle (four to SLY hours of driving t h e )  over one night. Prior to release I 

noted each individual's ses, colour, pattern, wear, %ring tears and unique nurnber 

of each butrerflv (Benson 1977). Butterfies were then photographed both 

dorsally and ventrailr. Both experimental and control butterfies were stenlized 

to prevent the introduction of novel genes into the release site. 1 used a single 

drop of cyanoacrvlate glue ("super glue") to glue male claspers together at their 

posterior junction. This prohibited effective grasping of che fernale as well as 

preventing eversion of the aedeagus for sperm transfer. Terminal abdominal 

segments of females were glued partiallv shut preventing complete erersion of 

the ovipositor. Females ueated by diis method are unable to lay undamaged 

eggs. Tests in the laboratory indicate thar these methods are 100% effective at 

preventing male mating and 1 OOOh effective at prec-enting success hi oilposition 

(D. D. Kapan and XI. Medina, unpubiished data). Stenlized butterflies sunived 

for over 30 days in the lab and up ro 33 davs in the field (D. D. Kapan and M. 

Medina, unpublished data). Finah, butterflies were held for one night prior to 

release in hanging cages and provided with ample moisture by rnisting and 

kitchen scrub pads moistened with samated sucrose solution. 

Paired experimental and control butterfies were matched for the number of 

days held and for approsimate w-ing wear. Pairs were released along forest 

access t r d s  and creeks at areas likelr to be adopted bv transferred butterfies 

such as Light gaps with passion klne host plants, cucurbit vine adult feeding 

flowers, or known roost areas. Afrer release, individual Heliconicr butterfies 



usudy disperse a short distance and then establish srnail home ranges in which 

they roost, feed, mate, and lav eggs F u m e r  1971; M d e t  1986). 

Previous rnirnicn- esperiments have indicated that the total number of butterfies 

released in an area can affect the outcome; releasing too man! esperimental 

butterflies in a given area resuits in decreased selection when compared to 

conuols o u k g  to predator learning (Brower, Cook and Croze 1967; Benson 

1972). For a preliminm assessrnent of d i s  possibility, 1 released butterfies at 

low density (163 to 193m benveen release pairs) in three sites and at high density 

(average - 42 meters beween release pairs) in a fourth site (Alaquipucuna). 

Butterfies were released either in an afternoon and the foHowing morning (site 

1) or throughout a single dar (sites 2 to 4; see Table 3.1 for release dates). Each 

espenmental repiicate consisted of nine to 16 pairs released at a single study site. 

In a fen- cases, when odd numbers of butterfks were available, rnatched triplets 

were released together. Total numbers released depended on studv site size 

(measured as distance of mail d-irough suitable habitat; see Table 3.1 for total 

number of buttertlies). Both seses were ucilized in che esperiment due to the 

scarcin- of butterfies at source sites. Released buttertlies that were unabIe to flv 

mode ratel^ strongl~. (sustained 10 second flight or strong initial tlight if less than 

10 seconds) were recaptured immediatelv and eiiminated from the esperiment. 

To estimate dspersal distances, each individual release point was flagged and 

mapped ont0 study site maps (scale 1 :1000). T r d s  and h e a r  distances benveen 

release points and resighting localities uTere mapped using a 50m tape, 75m 

opticai range-finder, '12 degree sighting compass, and clinometer. Ma.simum 

dispersal distances plus 1 were h-uansfomed and compared by a standard nvo- 

sample t-test with a nvo-tailed alternative hypothesis. 

AU release points were revisited the day after release. On  a given da! ail release 

points were searched on a rotaàng basis escept at Tinalandia where eveq release 



point was visited approximatelv even 1.5 days. Only one experiment \vas 

carried out at a tirne. Buttefies were resighted bv . rnvself . and one to three 

trained assistants @er replicate) with IO-power binoculars or a 20-power spotang 

celescope. Upon resighting, the identification number, phenonpe and location 

of each butterfly was noted. Each esperirnent \vas foliowed for a minimum of 

13 days or u n d  rnarkcd bunerflies were no longer detected. 

St-hkhcd AII~@J 

iike fiood nrodel 

Classic mark-recapmre methodologv \vas used to estimate resighung and sun;ival 

differences benveen esperimental (rare colour) and control (common colour) 

butterfies. A mode1 incorporating sunival differences must take into account 

that many indi\ldual Heliconiris buttertlies are never resighted. Others are found 

at the release point or  nearbv and are resighted frequendy (Mallet and Barton 

1789a). A simple equation for the decline of the number of butterfies (A7) as a 

function of time ( t )  is: 

where P, represents the probability of establishment to t = 1, e-& is the 

probabilin- of sunrival to t dam, A is the death rate and X=, is the number of 

butterfies released (;\-lailet and Barton 1989a). Early Ioss (mortality and 

emigration) may be higher than subsequent mortality due to naïve predators, a 

butterfly's lack of f a d a r i t v  with the release site and emigration. An additional 

resighting parameter (a) is necessary to estimate the survival parameters. Tnis 

parameter determines the probability (4) of e n c o u n t e ~ g  an esperimental or 

control butterfly on da. i as a Çunction of snidy effort (EJ, B. = crE, (El is 

estimated as the total number of native butterfies of the three study species 

encountered on  da- i, Mallet and Barton 1989a). 



1 used maximum-likehhood to estimate these three parameters (a, P, and A) for 

each experimental group (for details and Ml likelihood equations see hlaIiet and 

Barton 1989a: 431). Likelihood assesses the probabilin- of the data given 

hypothesized parameter combinations in the above model (Edrards 1992). 1 

fitted the model to the data for each ueaunent and ses separatelr for each site 

(16 possible resight parameters and 32 possible sunival parameters). Data from 

both seses were combined at Agua Caliente (esperirnentals) and Tinalandia 

(esperimentais and controls) because no temales in these treatment classes 

estabiished (PE 0, A undefined). This model has the masimum number of 

parameters and is cailed the "fûli" model. 

Empincal3-unit support ellipses (hereafter support lunits) for PE and A are 

obtained by encircling the set of ali \-dues of P, and A u-hose ln-Likelihoods are 

w i h n  nvo units of the masimum. Support limits are analogous co 93% 

confidence limits for anr one parameter (Edwards 1992). Life espectancy is 

then gwen by initial sun-ival (Pd rnultipiied bv the estimated Lfe-span after 

establishment (1 /A, Mailet and Banon 1989a) Support limits for Life espectancy 

are found bv calcdating Life-espectancies for pairs of PE and /Z found dong the 

nvo-dimensional support limits for PE and A, then locating the minimum and 

masùnum values. Support lirnits were located on a 49 b r  49 grid of log- 

likelihood values using the contour func tion in S -PLU (Statistical Sciences 

1995). 

Goodtztw-ofl Fir 

The Goodness-of-Fit (GOF) of the fuii model is assessed bv comparing 

observed numbers of butterfies on a given calendar day (Q with chose 

predicted by the hil rnodel ( k, = fi10,) using a %' test with the degrees of 

freedom equal to i dars of observation minus the nurnber of parameters 

estimated from the data (Burnham 1987). Visual inspection of the residuals and 



GOF tests indicates that the fXl model fits the data and thus represents a 
1 

reasonable starting point for andvsis (fb6= 59.133, P=O.713; Lebreton et. al. 

Texring tffects o/r.iprnB,rrttaf treutnzrnt und orhrr/orors 

To  test for a difference benveen esperimental and conuol butterfies in PE and A 

(a "treatment effect"), whether P, and A differ benïeen  site^ and Jeses, and 

whether there were interactions arnong these factors (e.g., did the esperimentd 

effects differ b!* site), 1 used a method similar to stepwise regression (Lebreton 

et. al. 1992). The hill model is Logit (a, P,, A) = TREATMENT * SITE * SES 

(where Logt  = log[s/(l-s)] for s equal to a, PEi A, Lebreton et. al. 1992). This 

gives a total of 48 possible unique parameters to estimate (ignoring the three un- 

estimable A's due to zero establishment, see above). Recd  that the rnodel with 

the maximum number of estimable parameters is c d e d  the Ml model. This 

model has too man- parameters in that not all main effects and interactions are 

significant. Stamng with the Ml mode1 I reduce the number of parameters by 

dropping any non-significant interactions and main effects. Finailu, with this 

reduced model 1 tested for a treatment effect if ir was retained during the mode1 

reduction. n i i s  rnodel reduction can be carried out in nvo nearlv equivaient 

ways: through formal tests such as the anairsis of deviance (ANODEV) and the 

Likelihood-ratio test (LRT, McCuiiagh and Nelder 1989; Lebreton et. al. 1992) or 

through Akaike Information Criterion (Akaike 1973). The Akaike information 

criteria (MC)  (Akaike 1973; Lebreton et. al. 1992) is calcuiated as minus nvice 

the hz-iikeiihood of a model plus nvo times the nurnber of parameters in that 

model (Lebreton et. al. 1992). Models with the lowest M C  are generally 

superior, esplaining the most data variation with the fewest parameters. 

Cornparisons benveen models which are not nested are possible only with the 

MC.  The model reduction approach is valid, indeed better than standard 



buildup of models with stepwise regression, because buildup of models (from 

simple to cornplex), can lead to non-optimal model selection and bias (Lebreton 

et. al. 1992). 

Because the saturated model fit the data weU (as indicated by GOF tests) S U ~ V ~  

differences between colour and pattern morphs (and site and ses) were assessed 

with Likelihood ratio tests (LRT) instead of XUODEV (Lebreton et. al. 1992; 

Skalski, Hoffman, and Smith 1993). 1 

capture models (Lebreton et. al. 1992; 

comparing its ln-likelihood to a model 

used the AIC to compare non-nested 

see results). 1 reduced the fidl modei bu 

that postdates eifects are simdar 

(additive) across sites or ueatrnents using an LRT, where 6L is the differences in 

the hl-lihlihoods of these nvo models and 26L (G) is approsimately distributed 

as chi-square (Lebreton et. al. 1992). If the treament effect did not drop out, 

h s  implies it is significant. The AIC and LRT model reduction method selected 

the same model. Once the appropriate reduced model \vas idenufied (including 

site and treatment, see results), 1 tested for a difference in a survival parameter 

(e.g., P,J benveen esperirnental-colour and control-colour butterflies, by 

comparing the reduced model with different masimum-likelihood estimates of 

P, for esperimental-colour and conuol-colour buttertlies uith a model that 

includes onlr a single P, for both groups of butterflies. 

1 r 

immediateh after initial release Q I d e t  and Barton 1989a). 

esperimental and control groups did not difier in handhng, 

other factors escept for those of interest (e.g., phenoq-pe). 

with the rarer esperimental colour may be more noticeable 

Researchers commonlr assume au buttertlies are eauailr Likelv ro be recaptured 

In this esperiment, 

site of release, or 

Hoviever, butterflies 

to researchers than 

control butterflies that match the most common local butterflies. 1 tested for 

this possibility br comparing resight probabilities for treatment and conuol 

buttertlies known to be alive and on the smdv site. FoUowing the suggestions of 



Lebreton et. ai. (1992), I conducted the aforementioned mode1 reduction o n  

first because live esperimentals mav be more decectable than live controls. I set 

a's to the same value within each site, ses, or  ueatment unless the M C  

cornpansons indicated sigmficant differences benveen site, ses, or  treatment 

classes, in which case a ' s  were set to their AILE values (see resuits). 

Progrmmbg detaih 

iV1 Likelihoods were evaluated using a Visual Basic function @licrosoft 

Corporauon 1994b) wrinen br the author. To  locate global ma-sima, ln- 

Likelihoods were passed to SOLVER, a function maximizing routine running 

under ;\fïcrosoft Escel (Jlicrosoft Corporation 1994a). ;V1 runs using different 

initial parameter values converged on the same maximum iikelihood estimate. 

Visual inspections of profiled parameters indicated that all iikelihood functions 

were smooth and continuous with a single global masimum. 

OveraU, these statisucal methods foHow closek those of 5 I d e t  and Barton 

(1989a), with suggested improvements from other authors (Burnham et. al. 1987; 

Lebreton et. al. 1992; Skalski et. al. 1993). 

Results 

Proportian ~ttnh.ing 

Figure 3.1 indicares the obsemed proportion of individuals resighced after initial 

release in each treaunent (Xi/A;;-d for each study site. In all cases the 

esperimentals (dashed Line) are beIow the controls (soiid line) although the 

differences at Maquipucuna are smaller. This supports the hypothesis that each 

colour morph of H. y 'no  is a hfüllerian mimic of its respective comodel. 

Es timates of  the resighting coefficient a differed benveen esperimenral (a 

=.0103) and control (a ~ 0 0 7 9 8 )  bunerflies (G, = 4.59, P = 0.032, AIC = 



309.16,2 parameters): experimentai butterfies are easier to locate. The  sampling 

interpretation for dus difference in resighting probabilin- is simple; the colour of 

esperirnental bumrflies differs from the more common locailr coloured 

butterfies (natives and controls). For esample, with the average effort of JO 

butterflies seen d d v  this translates into a 10% greater probabilin. of  resighting 

an esperimental than a control butterflv (recali Q = aEl thus a 22.5% difference 

in a translates into an approsimatelv - 10% absolute difference in 8, the dady 

probability of resighting). This difference was in the same direction at 

Maquipucuna, Agua Caliente, and Tinalandia (the probabilin. of resighting an 

esperimental butterflr at these sites was approsimately 0.07, 0.07 and 0.1 7 higher 

than controls assuming a dailv effort of  40 buttertks seen). At one site (Manta 

Real) a (controls) was 0.00214 higher than esperimentals (assurning 40 

butterflies seen, a 10% difference in the other direction). Additional inspection 

O f Manta 

s un-iving 

t-isited. 

Red data revealed dus difference was due to frequent resighrings of 

Manta Real femaie buttertlies whose release points were frequently 

To  avoid potentiai biases from assigning improper capture probabilities to 

temales versus males at Manta Real and esperimental versus control butterfies at 

the three smdr sites, an intermediate mode! for resighting ("a intermediate'') \vas 

chosen. This model included treatment differences in a (control a = 0.00743, 

esperimentai a = 0.0106) estimated across aii replicates but Manta Real (G, = 

5.63, P = 0.0176) and a estimated separatelu for males (a = 0.00687) and for 

females (a = 0.0132) at Manta Real, the only site where ses differences were 

noted (G, = 4.08, P = 0.0435). The MC for the a intermediate model was 

lowest ( X C  = 306.00, four parameters). To avoid bias, these significant effects 

in resighting probability were uulized to calculate the d d y  probabdty of capture 

(8,) for the analysis of sumival parameters below. 



Disappearance rates support the hvpothesis that selection suongly favours 

control individuals whose warning colour matches the most common comodel. 

These differences were in the predicted direction: control butterfies had a higher 

P, and a lower A than esperimentals (Table 3.2). Over ail sites, maximum 

iikelihood estirnates of Iih espectana- (PE/A) were 14 dars for controls and five 

days for esperimentals (a 64% lower Iife espectancy of esperimentals, Table 3.3)- 

The Life-espectancies estimated from P E / A  are 3.5 ro 6 times lower than those 

reported by M d e t  and Barton (1989a). This is most likely due to increased 

handling (including stenlization) on released butterflies in my esperiment (u-hich 

is why 1 included control and esperimental buttertlies pandled equdy] to look 

for relative survivai differences). The support Limits in P, and A oc-erlap slightly 

at ail sites indicating a slight overlap in estimated Iife espectancv (Figure 3.2). 

The AIC analj-sis indicated the best combination of P, and A included additive 

effects of site and treament with 13 parameters (site + ueatment model). ;V1 

estimable interactions were not statisticaik sipnificant. There also was no main 

effect of ses (G, = 6.60, P = 0.16), thus ses is not discussed further. An overaii 

test for differences in P, and A benveen espenmental and conuol bunerflies 

using t h s  model \vas statisticallr significant (G, = 10.72, P = 0.03). 

It could aiso reflect the finer detail in mr  data where A is estimated on a dail!- 

basis \dule M d e t  and Barton revisited their studv sites weeklv. Finallu, H. g h o  

is larger and more wide-ranging than H. erdo (used in Mailet and Barton's work) 

and thus may be lost to the esperiment quicker. 

Efjrect~ of Denris 

The average distance between release pairs at site 2 (hlaquipucuna) was 42 

meters. This differed four-fold from sites 1, 3 and 4 where this distance was, on 

average, 173 meters (range 163 to 193 meters; see methods). These distances 

50 



reflect real differences in reiease densin- (measured as relative or absolute 

encounter rates). The released esperimental and control butterflies averaged 3% 

(95% confidence h t s  on mean [3.6%, 3.4%]) of the total butterflies 

encountered per dav at low densin sites. At Maquipucuna, the released 

esperimental and control butteraes averaged 52% confidence k t s  on 

mean [47.7%, SW-!/o]) of the total butterflies encountered on a daiiy basis. 

Absolute encounter rates of released esperimentd and control butterfies also 

reflect t h s  difference. At low- densitv sites an average of 3.1 (+ 0.52 SE) released 

butterflies were resighted d d v  whereas at Maquipucuna an average of 18.2 (I 

1.32 SE) released butterfies were resighted ddv .  A simple mode1 accounting for 

t h s  difference in the number of butterfies released per unit distance and the 

resuitant densin- differences calculates treatment effects across sites 1,3 and 4 

Qom densitv sites) and nlvithin site 2 @gh density) separately (see Figure 3.3). 

At hgh densin- there were no overd  differences (in both P, and A) ben$-een 

esperimental and control butterfies (G, = 1.73, P = 0.79). The tife espectancy 

for esperimentals and controls were both approsimately equal (16 and 17 days, 

respectivelv, Table 3.2). 

As predicted, at the low densitv sites the esperimental buttertlies had lower P, 

and higher A than control butterflies (G, = 8.93, P = 0.01 15). This test is valid 

because esperimental treaunents did not v a n  among low density sites (e.g., there 

was no Site * Treatment interaction) and similarly, there were no significant 

differences in PE and A among the three low-density sites (e.g., there was no 

main effect of site G, = 2.87, P = 0.82). At low density sites, the maximum 

iikelihood estimate of Life espectancc was 2 days for esperimentals (support 

limits 0.81 to 4.5 d a n )  and \vas 12 days for controls (support lunits 4.4 to 52.6 

dacs, an 84% lower esperimental life espectancy). These Lirnits overlap slighdy 

(0.1 day) if we allow P, and A to take on any p31r of values determined by the 



eUipses in Figure 3.2, because more than one combination of P, / A  can lead to 

the same estimated life espectanq. 

Esperimentals had a much hgher death rate (A) than conuols at the low densic 

sites (Table 3.2). At the hgh densin- site (Maquipucuna), there were no 

differences benveen espenmentals and controls in A. The three Iow- density sites 

and the high densin site had a s d a r  treatment effect in PE (esperirnentals 

lower than conuols, Table 3.2). This trend suggests that the effect of increasing 

densin- is to obiiterate differences benveen control and esperùnental butterfies 

in 2 but ncr PE. Figure 3.3 shows that the strenmh of selection auickk drom off 

as release densin. increases. 

Dispersa/ 

There were no detectable dispersal differences 

'2 L L 

benveen esperimental and control 

bunerflies. Table 3.3 summarizes movement dara for ail resighted buaerfies. 

Plots of the distance that individuals moved from site of release as a function of 

time indicate no increase after the first one or  nvo davs (data not shown). Some 

released butterfies acmailv returned after being resighted awav from their release 

point. The mean of the masimum distance each resighted bunerflv moved did 

not differ benveen esperimental and control butterfies (4, = 0.42, P = 0.68 [on 

hl-uansformed data]). Resighted esperimentals maximum distance averaged 105 

(range O to 552) meters versus 118 (range O to 506) meters for controls. Overd ,  

white butsertlies had a siightiv lower (but non-significant) mean dispersal 

distance than rellow butterfies (80 vs. 146 meters, respectiveiv). This trend was 

in the same direction in ail sites. Thus, dispersal cannot account for greater 

disappearance of esperirnental butterfies because ali differences were not 

significant, and white butterfies (low dispersal) acted as expenmentals in three 

out of four cases. Similarlv, at the fourth site (Tinalandia), the hgher  mean 



maximum distance of vellow esperimends was due entirely to one butterfly 

whch moved 553 meters. 

Discussion 

In dus study 1 found marked o v e r d  differences in disappearance rates (P, and A) 

benveen esperimental and conuol butterfies. Wlen the effects of between-site 

variation due to densitv are taken into account, differences benveen 

esperirnentds and controls in /1 were even greater. The effect of  aearment is 

also apparent when viewing the raw data (Figure 3.1). \mat  accounts for this 

effect? 1 consider two possibiliues. 

Differential loss ofesperirnental versus control butterfies mav be due to 

differential dispersal of esperirnentds from release sites, o r  to death resulting 

from predation or a different factor correlated with esperimental ueatmenr. 1 

assessed the importance of differential dispersal bv cornparhg whether resighted 

esperimental (colour) buttertlies were iound f d e r  from their release localities 

than controls. rV1 cornparisons indicated no sigmficant difference in dispersal 

benveen esperimental and control butterflies. These data do not d e  out 

differential long-&stance (> 600 meter) dispersal occurring in the iirst 24 hours 

after release. However, dus is unlihly because vigorous searches of likely 

r e s i g h ~ g  areas up to lkm away from the periphery of the study area revealed 

only one butterfli- (a contlol) approsimately 200 meters from irs release site. 

Even within each studv area remarkably few resighted butterfies flew long- 

distances. Dispersal is not iikely to account for the differences in establishment 

of the espenmental and control butterflies. To do so, dispersal would have to 

be correlated with a butterfly's ueatment (colou) and be relatively large in 

magnitude. Data on bunerflv movement among resighted bunerflies show no 

indication of t h s  trend. Thus, butterfly disappearance is not iikely to have been 



due to dispersal. hlthough 1 have no direct evidence, the most IikeIy factor thar 

rernains is predation. 

Den.si4, p r e h r  learning, uad thefirm of se/echn 

K'hat accounts for the large first dav loss of esperimentd buttertlies indicated by 

their lower P, relative to control butterfies at all sites (Table 3.2); If these 

differences are not due to dispersal then selection against esperimentals acts 

soon after release. Greater earlr loss (large differences in Pd due to differential 

predation by naik-e bird predators could account for dus difference if birds began 

to learn rare colour patterns subsequent to initial sampling (Brower, Cook and 

Croze 1967; Benson 1972; &Met  and Barton l989a). 

Predator learning could aiso account for the difference in iife espectancy 

estimates benveen sire nvo (Maquipucuna) and the three low densin. sites (see 

Table 3.2). Few individual bird predators mav be responsible for selection 

against rare colour butterfies at cach study site (Mallet and Barton 1989a; D. D. 

Kapan, pers. obs). Predators at sire nvo (Maquipucuna) ma. have qquicklp 

learned to avoid the more tighdv packed esperimental bunerflies producing a 

di fierence benveen esperimental and controls in P, but not in A (see Figure 3.2). 

Birds at the low densin. sites would have encountered fewer released butterfies 

h a n  those at high densin sites. As a resdt, ther mav have taken longer to learn 

to aroid esperimental butrertlies, causing the higher esperimental death rate ((A) 

at these sites. This suggests that the selection does not scale Linearlp with 

increasing density, but instead mav be proportional to the inverse of  density 

(1 /il'), and thus may be hyperbolic as Müller origuially hypothesized (;Lldler 

1879; Mallet pers. comm., see Figure 3.3). Future expenments need to hrther 

esplore the effects of the den si^ of a given novel warning-colour signal on the 

strengdi of aposematic selection. 



Shengfh of seZehn 

The differentiai loss of espenmentai versus conuol butterflies at low-density 

sites indicates naturai selection a p s t  rare warning-colour patterns. If 1 assume 

that a reduction in esperimental life eespectancv is equivalent to selection, then 

the selection coefficient s = 1 - [esperirnental Life espectancv /control life 

espectana-] (Mallet and Barton l989a). For colour, accounung for both 

differences in PE and A gives estimates of r = .84 at low-densin- sites (range s 

z.77 to > .9), whereas at the hgh densin site, esperimental and control 

bunerflies had essentiah identical Life espectancies (r = .06). Over ail the sites 

combined, r = .64. If selection is equated w~lth only the death rate parameter (A), 

then estirnates of r against esperimentais are slightl~ lowver at d sites (s = ,401 

and at low-densitv sites (s = .73, compare PE/A versus 1 / A  in Table 3.2). 

The hef t  of :Lliil/ehn m h i c ' ~ ~ '  

In the present studv I tested the benefit of 5Iderian mimicry does one bad 

casting species provide an urnbrella of protection for another? This differs from 

previous mirnicn- esperiments w\+h unpalatable warninglr coloured insects 

(Benson 1972; MaiIet and Barton 1989a) where the most common comodel (of a 

mimetic pair) wr-as either made non-aposematic br- painting over the warning- 

colour pattern or rnoved into a different rnimicry environment set b r  its ouTn 

species. These esperiments measured the strength of aposematic selection 

acting within a single species H. emtu, one of the prerequisites for Niillerian 

rnimicn-, radier than the benefit of hIüLlerian rnirnicnr that H. gdno derives from 

resembling one of nvo comodel species. 

Benson (1972) manipulated the wings of H. erato to reduce their resemblance to 

control sham-manipulated and native H. erzto and likely rarer native H. nzebon.et2e 

comodels. In a later sample of nearlr 5000 captured Hekcot~izis from a nearby 

study site, H. erdo outnumbered H. ~~zetponzene by three to one (Gilbert 1 991). 



Benson found that experimental (manipulated) butterfies survived 22% poorer 

than controls in the first year (Benson 1972; values from Mallet and Barton 

1989a). hssuming H. me4omene \vas rarer than H. eruto at Benson's study site 

then the increased sunival he obsen~ed in sharn manipulated conuois \vas 

derived from resembling conspecific native H. erato rather than its cornodel H. 

meCpome/ze. In either case, Benson concludes that his esperirnents "demonstrate 

that selection was operating to promote monomorphism in the esperimental 

populations and that the process \vas consistent with the XIüllerian mimicry 

hypothesis." 

In a s i d a r  studr, Mallet and Barton (1987a) moved H. ernto either paraliel to 

(conuol) or across (esperimental) a hvbrid zone benveen nvo parapatric colour- 

pattern races of H. ernto. Consistent with Benson's study and my snidy, they 

found that snong selection acted against races with novel warning-colour 

patterns compared to controls (s =.52 [range -25 to J I ]  Maiiet and Barton 

1989a). AIaliet and Barton (1989a) were the fîrst to demonstrate that aposemauc 

selection could srabiiize narrow warning-colour hrbrid zones between races of 

the same species. Howemr, XIaliet and Barton's study sites were d s o  dominated 

by H. erato, approsimately 75% of all native bunertlies captured at the four snidy 

sites were H. ernto (Mallet et al. 1990). The one studr site (Tarapoto) mhere H. 

meCpomem was dominant (57%, Mallet et. al. 1990) showed no difference in Life 

espectancv for esperimental versus conuol H. erito (Mallet and Banon 1989a). 

Thus, their esperiments provide a demonstration of the value of looking Like a 

conspecific (aposematic selection, see Chapter 4) but do not unequivocally 

demonstrate the value of rnimicking a putative Miillerian comodel (true 

Miillerian mirnicry, see Chapter 4). In my study, 1 measured the effect of the 

Miillerian comodels on  the fimess of different colour-morphs of H. y h o .  At 

low densiçv sites control comodels (the locally common 

native H. p i n o ,  accounting for 79.1% (95 '10 confidence 

species) oumumbered 

limits of mean [77.4*/0, 



80.7%]) of average daily encounters. In absolute tenns control comodels were 

abundant at Iow densitv sites where 29.3 (2 3.42 SE) bunerflies were seen da& 

(see Chapter 4). Therefore control comodels dominated at lowv-densin. sites 

where selection was obsen-ed. 1 conclude that selection measured in mv smdy 

was largeh due to the effect of the 5IUenan comodels on the fimess of different 

colour-morphs of H. y h o .  This provides the fint esperimental e~ldence of 

whch 1 am aware that aposematic selection operates Beht'een species, favouring 

Müilerian mimicn- (Le., morphs matching local comodels suniw-ed longer than 

those that did not). 

Selection pressures found in m!- studv were s i d a r  to those estimated in 

different studies of Helironiz~s mimicry. M y  smdv measured selecuon against rare 

colour-pattern morphs. In nanire, the esperimental design is equivalent to a rare 

long-distance dispersal event or an estreme comodel population fluctuation 

(Mailet and Barton 1989a; Chapter 4). The magnitude of esumates of selection 

are large alrhough not outside the range of aposematic selection operating u l h n  

Helirorzizi~ species, measured either directlr in the field 

individuais (range of s =.25 to .71, Mdet  and Barton 

rneasures of the width of hcbrid zones benveen races 

on uans-Iocated 

1989a), or inferred from 

of Hekcorzizi~ species 

thought to be stabilized br a combination of selection on warning coiouration 

and gene flow (range of s > .4 to nearlr 1, Mallet 1989; Jiggins et ai. 1997). 

Mailer and Barton (1989a) also review esumates of selection in rnimicry 

esperiments. Thev found that detectable selection on warning colouration 

ranged from s = .22 to s = .7 in several studies that used phenoqpic 

manipuiations or release esperiments to test rhe intra-specific value of warning 

colouration. In Jmost all of these esperiments higher numbers of butterfies or 

moths were released on a per-site basis than in my study. Large numbers of 



releases mav improve the statistical abilin. to detect selection, whereas reducing 

rhe strength of selection due to predator learning (as discussed above). 

5Ir studc focused on  colour (white or veiIow), a one-locus nvo de l e  mit, with 

veliou- being recessive to white (Nijhout, IVrav and Gilbert 1990; Chapter 2). 

The pattern differences discussed in dus p a p a  are probably also due to two 

major aiieles at a single locus (Chapter 2). XIanv controls butterfies matched 

comodels in both colour and pattern, whereas m a n r  esperimentals differed from 

comodels in both colour and pattern. If the selection measured in this 

esperiment is due to colour and pattern differences acting in an additive manner, 

this represents v e r  suong selection on a per-locus basis (s = .32 per locus). 

However, separate estimates of the sunival contributions of pattern were not 

made, because most control and espenmentai butterfies differed in both colour 

and pattern (e.g., wkte-band and !-eIIow-triangle butterfies dorninated the 

esperiment) . 

&/ewzre of natztrd selerhkn to po&..orphIs~~z 

Strong selection against rare colour-pattern morphs identified in ttus study 

indicares that the presence of either comodel species (H. eiezrchia or H. J@O) 

favours the correspondmg mimetic morph of H. gdno @ellow-triangle or white- 

band) where ther CO-occur. Does this irnplv selection for polrmotljhism in 

Western Ecuador? Suong selection favouring the appropriate colour-pattern 

combination determined bv local cornodels shouid tend to eliminate variation 

unless H. @no either 

occurs with o d v  one 

gene Bow. 

occurs with both comodels and the latter are common, 

CO-mode1 at a site but is h k e d  to other populations by 

Weak selection at high densitv is also consistent Mth the esistence of relauvely 

stable hgh-densim polymorphe populations in the absence of comodels, such as 

that at the El Copal source site in the present study. The latter possibility is 



supported by the lack of selection when butterfies were released at high-density. 

;\lso, high-densin- H. cydno onlv sites are wi.vithin the histonc range of H. elenchia 

and H. snpho. Manv populations of these nvo comodels (and H. gdno) have been 

destroced due to relativelv recent forest destruction (Dodson and Gentry 1991). 

Three forms of divergent selection mar be important in maintaining H. &O 

polvmorphism: disruptive selection within sites at one tirne, temporaliy variable 

divergent selection \%lthin sites, and spatidv variable divergent selection benveen 

sites. The present study measured the esistence of the latter nvo. In addition, 

selection mav often be lower than recorded in low densin? sites in this study 

because of the increased densitv of H. c y h o  relative to either comodel species 

(see Chapter 4). 

Conclusions 

In this chapter I demonstrate that divergent natural selection favours morphs of 

H. g h o  mhich match l o c d r  dominant cornodel species. This provides unique 

evidence for the benefit of signal sharing benveen the H. cydno morphs and their 

comodels-in other words-the benefit of hiderian rnirnicn-. 



Figure Legend 

Figure 3.1. The obsewed proporoon of H. gdno aeatment classes resighted 

after the initial release. Conuols (-) and esperimentals (-----) are graphed 

agaLnst experirnental  da^ for Manta Real, Maquipucuna, Agua Caliente and 

Tinalandia. 

Figure 3.2. LI-likelihood profdes for probabilin- of establishment ( P a  and 

esponentid death rates (A) of released bunertlies at each studr site, at low 

densitv sites (1,3 and 4 summed), and at ail sites combined. Butterfies with 

Iower life-espectancies have lower estimates of P, (down) and higher estimates 

of A (to the right). Study sites are Manta Real (l), 5Iaquipucuna (2), Agua 

Caliente (3), and Tinalandia (4). The masimum iikelihood estimates for P, and /1 

are indicated bv (controls) and . (esperimentals). The 3-unit support Lunits 

(approsimate 95% confidence inten-als for anv one parameter) are indicated b r  

ellipses (controis [-] and esperimentals [-----1). 

Figure 3.3. Selection as a function of densin- of release. Selecuon, s = 1 - 

[esperimental Life eepecctnccv /control life espectancy], for each smdy site (sites 

nurnbered as in Figure 3.2 and Table 3.1). The densitv of release u-as measured 

as the number of butterfies released per 100m of uail. The estimate of control 

Lik espectancy at site 4 (Tinalandia) was undefined (A = O). In this graph A at 

site 4 was set to .O08 making the conuol life especrancv equal to 43 days, an 

average iife span for native butterfies (unpublished data). Without this change 

the control Iife espectancy would be infinin. (s = 1.0), thus this change is 

consen-ative. The soiid Line [-] estimates selection proportional to the 

inverse of densin in diis case s = 1 /iV'8), whereas the dotted Line [........] 

assumes a linear decrease in selection (r = -.3LV + 1.09). 



Manta Real Maquipucuna 

~xperunental day 

Figure 3.1. The obsen-ed propomon of H. ph ueacmenr classes resighred after the iniual 
release (day O). For samp1e sizes see Table 3.1. 



Low densitv sites 
1 

Figure 3.2. Ln-Likelihood profdes for probabiliry of establishment ( PJ and exponenaal death 
rates (A) of released bunerflies ît each smdy site, at low densiry sites (1, 3 and 4 
summed), and at ali sites combined. 







Table 3.2 Masimum Likelihood estimates of survivd rares. 

Site ~ r o u ~ '  Pi- h (pE /A days) (1 /A days) 

Manta Real C(yelIow) 0.710 0.0703 10 14 
E (du te) 

1 laquipucuna C@eUow) 
E (white) 

--igua Caliente C &eilow) 
E (white) 
C(w-hite) 
E&elIow) 

Low densiry Conuol 

(sites 1,3 & 4 Esperirnental 
combined) 
-Ui sites combined ConuoI 

Es~crimental 

' ~ o n n o l s  (C) vcrsur Espcrimentds (E). 
7 

' Life espectancy (PJÂ) undehned. 



Table 3.3 Dispersal data for resighced butterfies. 

Esperimen tals Conuols 
Resighted only at release point 

- 
3 9 

1 
Resighted awav from release point 14 15 

7 

mean distance traveiled (m) - 
mean distance traveiled (m) of burrertlies 

3 
resighted away from their release poinr 

1.  
butterfies seen over 35 merers (masirnum detectable distance from onginal release point). 

* - 
calculated as the ma-xhum distance cach indn-idual moved frorn release point. 

i. 
escludes those that didn't disperse (zero masimum distance). 



Polyrnorphic Müiienan Mùnicry: the case of Hekvzizts 

cydno 

Abstract 

In Western Ecuador, H. ~ d ~ z o  is polvmorphic for wing-colour and pattern and 

CO-occurs with nvo comodel species, H. e/e~icbin and H. s@u. In this chapter 1 

demonstrate that high frequencies of  ~e i low morphs of H. r y h o  are associated 

with high densitv of rellow H. eiezichia, whereas hgh frequencies o f  white H. 9d11o 

are associated uith high densities of  whte  H. sqûho. 1 also show temporal 

changes in phenonpe frequencv at several studr sites. At one site, Tinalandia, 

changes in H. y h o  colour-frequencr are correlated with changes in comodel 

frequency. Changes in d e l e  frequencies at colour and pattern loci, estimated 

tiom the p h e n o ~ ~ e  data, suggest selection favours combinations of coiour and 

pzttern that match one local comodel at onlv one site (BiIsa). At three sites 

having both comodels present, Linkage-disequilibnum benVeen colour and 

pattern alleles is in the direction predicted br  divergent selection due to 

SIüUerian rnimicrv (10 out of 12 values positive, but o d v  one is stausticdy 

significant). At one site without comodels their are three negative and four 

positive Linkage disequilibrium values. Geographic cornparisons of  the relative 

hind-\ring band-width of différent H. gho rnorphs suggest disruptive selection 

when both comodels are present and directional selection when only one 

comodel (H. eiezrcbia) is present. These resuits are consistent with the hpothesis 

that divergent selection generated bv nvo comodels helps maintain the 

polvmorphism in H. gdno a t  some sites. Surprisingly, several high-density H. 

p h o  populations are polymorphic in the absence of comodels. 1 suggest t h s  

pattern occurs because high densin- itself decreases the strength of  frequency- 



dependent selection (Le., morphs of the lowest frequenq occur in sufficient 

nurnbers to educate predators). High densitv ma? weaken selection but 

polymorphism in H. gdno is not espected to persist over the long term in the 

absence of comodels. The long-terrn maintenance of variation at hgh  densi. 

H. gdno onlv sites requires either u-eak selection and gene flow from 

polvmorphc sites with comodels or another undiscovered factor that helps 

balance the polvmorphsm. 

Introduction 

In this chapter 1 unlize field data to test the hypothesis that CO-occurrence with 

more than one warninglv coloured species (hown as comodels) helps maintain 

polvmorphsm in Heliconizcrs p h o .  1 c d  t h s  the polymorphc Müllerian mimicry 

h ~ ~ o t h e s i s .  In buttertlies, Alderian rnimic species generaliv are rnonomorphic 

at any one site and share their warning colour with one or more species also 

present at the site (see Chapter 1; Ford 1971). These MüiIerian rnimics genera- 

display one of up to five or s is  modal colour-pattern phenonpes   ho^ as 

mimicrv rings, Papageornis 1975; Turner and XIallet 1996). In contrast to the 

majorin- of Müllerian rnimics, some species show apparent warning-colour 

polymorphism. Esamples of poh-morphic Mdlerian mirnics can be found in 

;\frican acraeid and danaid butterfies (Owen et al. 1994), temperate North 

hmerican bumblebees (Plowright and Owen 1980) and ladybird beetles 

(Coccinellidae, Brakefield 1985). 

Perhaps the most stnking esamples of polymorphic Xlülierian rnimics corne 

from several species wi-ithin the New W'orld genus Heho~zizirs. One esample is H. 

rzi~rnata, a polymorphic Helicor~iz~~ species found throughout the h a z o n  basin. 

This member of the 'tiger-pattern' mimicr~ ring is hypothesized to be a 

Mdierian comodel of manv different disrasteful Ithomüne species that va- 

greatly in abundance over time and space (Brown and Benson 1974). Temporal 



and spatial variation in comodel abundance has been used to esplain the 

maintenance of po1ymorphism in Hekconi.t.r niit~zatu (Brown and Benson 1 974). A 

similarly patterned species, H. ethi// occurs in Trinidad where nvo major 

morphs appear to mimic different Ithorniine butterflies (Sheppard 1963; Turner 

1968a,b; Ehrlich and Gilbert 1973; and L. E. Gilbert unpublished data). A 

related species, @anis dons (formerhr HeGco)zi~t~  do^^), has three morp hs 

dmributed throughout the Neotropics. Two L dotis morphs appear to be CO- 

mimetic of species belonging to nvo different mimicn- complexes (Turner 1965; 

Turner 1 968b). In Colombia, H. g d 2 o  polvmorp hism is uansient. Two 

polrmorphïc forms of H.  ho ( ~ q w e ~  and gii~tnw) coesist in the Cauca Vailev 

and are hypothesized to be mimetic of nvo separate comodels, one comodel that 

was historicailr abundant in less dismrbed forest in the last cenniry and one 

comodel that has become abundant and replaced the other in areas of recent 

habitat destruction (Linares 1997). 

The esamples above suggest that divergent selection to match more than one 

comodel species mal  account for polvmorphic Alüllerian mimicn. in Helironim 

species. This h~pothesis makes several general predictions: One, a species ma! 

be polvmorphic when multiple comodels are present (with rare monomorphisms 

taking longer to reach fixation due to the presence of multiple comodel species, 

Brown and Benson 1974; Turner 1977) and should be monornorphic when onlr 

one comodel is present (e.~;., H. rrdo and H. nze(bome, Sheppard et. al. 1985). 

Two, sirnilarlv, spatial variation in mimetic morph frequencies should be 

correlated with changes in the abundance of correspondmg comodels across 

sites (Brown and Benson 1974; Turner 1977; Owen et. al. 1999. Three, 

temporal variation in relative abundance of comodels at any one site will 

alternately favour one morph then the other (Brown and Benson 1974; 

Papageornis 1975, Plowright and Owen 1980, Owen et. al. 1994) Four, in a 

species that is polvmorphic at more than one warning-colour pattern locus, de le  



frequencv changes due to selection generated bv comodel abundance variation 

should generate correlated changes in allele trequenn at u-arning colour and 

pattern loci. This should favour a single colour and pattern when one comodel 

predominates (correlated selection), or individuals w+h colour-pattern elements 

that match one or the other cornodel when more than one comodel is abundant 

(Iinkage disequilibrium). Intermediate "mismatch" morphs should be eliminated. 

Five, for more C O ~ M U O U S  uaits these predictions dso hold, long-term 

association with nvo comodels should promote a genetic correlation (revealed bu 

a phenowpic correlation) benveen warning colour and pattern elements that 

confer resemblance co each comodel. Association with onlv a single comodel 

should promote directional changes in traits that confer resemblance to that 

como del. 

In this chapter 1 test these predictions in a polvmorphic Mderian rnimic species 

H. p h o .  1 surnmarize H. gdzo's polvmorphism and the natural history of its 

comodels. 1 then test predictions with special reference to the patterns of CO- 

occurrence of H. gdno and its nvo comodels (H. e l e ~ d i b  and H. r q h ) .  To test 

the predictions of the polymorphic Alidlerian mirnicry hypothesis, 1 fim analyze 

data on the presence/absence of H. gdno polrmorphism and the CO-occurrence 

of H. de~tchia and H. snpllo across Western Ecuador. 1 then use obsen-ations of 

H. ~ w h o  morph frequencv and the densin. of the nvo comodel species collected 

rears (1 992 to 1997) to test the above predictions for spatial variation, 

variation, correlared selection and disruptive selection. 1 also use data 

J 

over five 

temporal 

on relative l-und-wing band-width to look for the signature of selection 

dependmg upon  h hi ch comodels CO-occur with H. y h o  in a given populauon. 

To conclude, 1 discuss the general phenornenon of polvrnorphic Miillerian 

mimicn. and speculate whv pol~morphism persists in the absence of micro- 

svmpatric comodels. 



Methods and Materials 

Field methods 

Much of Western Ecuador is deforested, and as of' 1988 less than 8% of land 

surface beiow- 900m was sdi  covered Mth native priman- Çorest (Dodson and 

G e n t n  1991). During die iast decade over half of this remaining habitat may 

have been lost (C. A. Dodson, pers. comm.). 1 searched for sites with suf'ficient 

forest cover to harbour H. &O and its comodels in Western Ecuador by 

consdting researchers in Ecuador, Great Britain, and North Amerka (J. Brown, 

J. Shhan, J. Decues , R. Justicia, R. Ontaneda, S. Platonoff' G. Onore, C. 

Dodson, J. Mallet, and A.V.Z. Brower pers. cornm.); bv consulting 1:50,000 scale 

topographie maps (Instituto Geographca hlilitar, Quito, Ecuador); and by 

visiting nearly al1 major and manv minor roads accessible to four-wheel drive 

vehicle, fiom N t o  Tambo (0" 51' N, 78" 29' \Y) in SW Ecuador, to the 

transition from moist to dn. forest at 3' 23' S, 79" 45' W along the Andean 

foothills in SLX' Ecuador. In addition 1 visited the slopes of the Cotocach- 

Cavapas biosphere resen-e dong Rio Santiago r i a  canoe as well as coast range 

reserves at Tonchngue (along the coast south of Esmeraldas U' 53' X, 79') 55' 

W), Bilsa Resen-e (in the Montaiias de AIache south of Esmeraldas), and Cerro 

Blanco west of Guavaquil. During these SUA-eys 1 located 30 sites where at least 

one of the three studv species was found (AppenAx 4.1). 1 thoroughly searched 

an additionai 10 potential sites where none of the three studr species were 

found. Sites with more butterfies were generally visited for longer periods, and 

some sites were visited repeatedly. Individual site visits lasted from one to 20 

consecutice davs benveen 1992 and 1997. Wet season samples (rnid-January 

through mid-hIav) were not taken. 

Heliconizi~ butterfies inhabit forest light gaps where host plants, adult feedmg 

plants, sunnv flight corridors, and roosting areas are most likely to be found 



(Gilbert 1972; Mallet et. al. 1987; Gilbert 1991). These iight gaps often coincide 

with mails, creeks, roads and rivers along which 1 uaveled to coilect the data. 

Presence and abundance of the three studv buttertlv species rnav be determined 

in part by the occurrence of their respective host plants (Gilbert 1991). ALI 

Heh-0niu.s burtertlies have host plants in the family Passifloraceae, most in the 

genus Pa+$70rn (Brown 1981). 1 noted Parnj7oa as I proceeded through the 

forest. Host plants for H. e/er,chia (P. niamp@/him) and H. qûbo (P. pimien) were 

scored as present if thel- were Sound at a smdy site over the £ive l-ears of the 

study, and absent if the- were not detected during a minimum of five da' 

searching in 1 993 to 1 997 for P. n~rrmp~lhim and five davs searching since 1 994 

for P. pime* Detecuon of the latter species is difficult, and its definire absence 

can only be ascertained br  exhaustive coilecting. H. gdno is a generalist that ~vill 

utilize nearlv all species of Pnssr]Ioria including P. nzamp~l/.tm and P. piniPri 

hlthough the absolute densin. of butterflies has long been considered of 

fundamental importance in mimicn- (Alderian 1879, Sheppard and Turner 

1977,  comparative work on polymorphic Mülierian mimicrv (Owen et. al. 1994; 

but see Brown and Benson 1974), and simple mathematical (Huheer 1976) and 

popuiation genetics rnodels (Gavnlets and Hastings 1997) assume density to be 

constant and compare onlv the relative frequency of different morphs or species 

despite the authors7 recognition that densitv is important. Neotropical birds are 

Likelv to encounter butterfies in propomon to their density (Chai 1986). 

hlthough some species mav difier in catchability (Brown and Vasconcelios-Neto 

1 Wu), palatability (Chai 1 WO), or mernorabilin. of their patterns (MaJiet and 

Barton 1989b), this is probably not the case with the three Heliconilrs species in 

this study (D. D. Kapan, pers. obs.). Unless the overall density of comodels is 

constant or comodel densitv is perfectly negatively correlated, the relative 

comodel frequency wdl not accurately reflect changes in the selective 



environment (Turner 1977; Tumer, Kearnv, and Eston 1984). H. eieurhia and H. 

sapbo Vary over a high range in density probably due to variation in the 

abundance and phenolop of their host plants (D. D. Kapan, pers. obs.). 

Thus, for benveen site comparisons 1 adopt densin. of each comodel as a 

measure of the selective \ d u e  of a gren Mderian mimetic u-arning signal rather 

than relative comodsl frequencr because densin- is neither constant nor perfecdy 

negatively correlared benveen comodels. &forph frequency of H. g h o  

appropriate response variable. T o  estimate species density and morph 

frequency, I continuously counted aiI three s m d ~  butter* species that 

is the 

we r e 

encountered (Brown 1972). Four morphs of H. ydtto (white-band, white- 

triangle, yeiiom-triangle, yellow-band; see Figure 1.1) were identifiable on the 

wing with the naked ere or with IO-power Bausch and Lomb binoculars. Some 

butterfly phenotpes were identified to colour only (especially during June 

through mid October 1992). To  double check the accuracr of  tisual p h e n o p e  

identification, 1 captured a sample of buttertlies wlth multi-section tropics nets 

(BioQuip Corporation) using standard techniques (Benson 1972; Gilbert 1973; 

Ehrlich and Gilbert 1973; Gilbert 199 1) and recorded the phenon-pe detds.  To 

ensure that these captured butterfies were not double counted, 1 individu+- 

marked them on the ventral hnd-wing with numbers (0-999) using a Sharpie 

Ultra fine-point indelible marker (Sanford Corporation). I then measured the 

relative hind-wing band-width of these buttertlies using a &al caliper as 

described in Chapter 2. hfarked butterflies were then released for future 

resighting or recapture in other phases of the studr (see Chapter 3). 

H. pdno morph frequencv was estimated from all individual encounters (captures 

and sightings) and from unique kst-time captures onlv. 1 used the former 

estimates because it is much easier to visudy "capture" than physicdy net H. 

p ino  and its comodels. The two estimates were generaliv consistent escept when 



the sample size of the capture-onlv data was smd.  Density was estimated as the 

number of butterfies of a given species encountered per unit time (converted to 

eight h o u  dan)  at a given smdv site. This method of estirnating density, 

although approlùmate, is sufficient to distinguish between sparse and dense 

populations. 

StntisIr'cnI n~etbods 

The frequencv of different H. y h o  morphs and the relative frequency of 

comodel species was estirnated from the total number of encounters (al1 captures 

and sightings) of each morph (or species) at a given study site for a span of 

contiguous dates (up to 20 consecutive days). Separate estimates were generated 

for each additional trip to those sites that were visited multiple times. For all 

comparisons at a single site, visits in which the median sample dates were less 

than one generation apart (27 davs from egg to egg, assuming it takes three days 

to mate and lav) were pooled. These visit sarnples @ovember and December 

1994, June and Julv 1993 at Tinalandia, and July and August 1993 and June and 

Julv 1995 at El Copal) are likelr to be autocorrelated and were onlv inspected 

graphicd!- radier h a n  included in statistical analyses. Data for each unique site 

visit are referred to as the "Sites" data set. This data set \vas urilized to cross- 

tabuiate H. gdno and comodel CO-occurrence as well as to calculate d e l e  

frequencies and gameuc correlations for some snidy sites. 

Geographic and t h e  series data often show some degree of autocorrelation 

(Sokal and Oden 1978; Sokal, Jacquez and Wooton 1989; Diggle 1990) 

Comodel populations and H. qdno morph frequencies may be s d a r  benveen 

nvo studv sites due to shared environmental factors and gene flow. Comodel 

distribution and densin is dependent on the presence and abundance of their 

host plancs. H. phenotype frequencies alone may show autocorrelation due 

to gene flow, a common selective environment irnposed by comodels or both. 



Spatial and temporal autocorrelation were therefore investigated before 

proceeding with W e r  analusis. 

Spatial autocorrelation was assessed bv c a l c u l a ~ g  the spatial autocorrelation 

coefficient Moran's 1 (Sokd and Oden 1978) for comodel densin. and H. @no 

phenonpe frequencies. Moran's I is calculated for a group of sites whose inter- 

site disrances f d  into a particular distance class. The value of I as a hnction of 

distance class for 1992, when the hghest number of study sites (20) \vas visited 

during one field season, is shown in Figure 4.2. ;VI distance classes for H. 

ele~ichia and H. s+o densitv had non-significant values of 1 (Figure 42a, b; 

relative comodei frequencv also showed no spatial autocorrelation, data not 

shown). The oniv detectable benveen-site autocorrelation \vas in the propomon 

of reiiow H. gdtzo at distances less than 33 Mometers (1 = t0.54, Z = 2.26, P = 

0.024, Figure 4.2~). This autoconelation in H. gdno proportion quickly breaks 

down with increasing distance (33 to 66 kilometers I = 0.13, Z = 0.96, P = 0.34; 

Figure 4.2~). Sites greater than 33 kilometers apart have relatively independent 

colour-morph frequencv, although there is a tendency for values of I to be 

negative from 66 through 300 kilometers and the variance is so high that none of 

diese values is sigmficantlv different from zero (Figure 4.2). These patterns were 

identical when Moran's I was calculated with all data (summed over the ) .  The 

onlr detectable spatial autocorrelation was in H. y!no colour phenotype 

frequencv benveen those sites closer than 30 kilometers (data not shown). 

Temporal autocorrelation is also present in the data. One source is repeated 

mrasurement of the same butterfies if sampling periods fd wiuiithin a butterfly's 

lifetime (mean minimum Me-span of a related butterfly H. tthi/la was found to be 

approsimatelv 50 days, Ehrlich and Gilbert 1973; this agrees with obsen-ed life- 

spans of H.  ho, D. D. Kapan unpublished data). For overd regression 

analyses (see below) 1 avoided this source of temporal autocorrelation by 



summing encounter counts taken within the earlv - d n  - season (May to August) 

and late dry season (September through early January). Both time penods 

represent sufficient time for up to five generations of H. ~ ~ i n o  to breed thus 

dowing for the possibilin. of substantiai morph frequency change. As a result, 

each seasonal period (early/late) contributed a single observation to regression 

analyses. 

Correlations remaining benveen these temporal blocks were not corrected 

M e r .  If such temporal correlations are due ro f~xation of a pamcuiar aliele, 

ths  will inflate the degrees of freedom for hvpothesis tests. Care was taken to 

note these circumstances, although mode1 fitting was carried out Mth the fidi 

data set (see results). Data from sites less than 33 h apan and withn a given 

season (earlr dn- season May to hugust and late drv season September to 

December/January) were lumped into a single studv area/time obsen-ation to 

rernove spatial autocorrelation and provide greater temporal replication. This is 

called the "Area" data set to distinguish it from the Gner scale "Site" level 

measurements (see belon-). Appendts 4.2 summarizes the 29 sireltirne 

cornbinations in the Area data set. 

To test the polvnorphic MuNerian mimicrv . hvpodiesis . 1 regressed the 

phenonpe frequency of H. p h o  against comodel density. 1 utihzed samples 

from the Area data set that met either of the following nvo criteria: at least 10 H. 

gdrio CO-occurred with both H. eleztchin and H. ~ q b o  (n = 3 areas) or at least 10 H. 

q h o  CO-occurred with H. eleiichin (n = 2 areas). Tnis reduced the Area data ro 18 

site/time combinations. Sites \\+hout cornodels were not included in the 

regression anaivses. I performed nvo separate multiple logistic regessions 

(binomial response variable), one for colour and one for pattern, to assess how 

well comodel densin- predicted H. y h o  colour and pattern morph frequency. 



A//eefreqtiencie.r and Linhge Aiseqcii/ibni~m 

1 estirnated allele frequencies assuming two loci (colour and pattern) each with 

nvo alleles (Chapter 2) from the counts of the four main H. #.IO morphs using 

the Hardy-Weinberg model. 1 did dus for each unique visit (Site data set) to four 

sites where polymorphic H. qdnu populations either localiy CO-occurred with NO 

comodels (Tinaiandia, Bilsa and El Padrino) or with no comodels (El Copal). 1 

estimated the ailele frequencies A\., qw for LV/n deles at the colour locus andp,, 

qb for the B/b deles at the pattern iocus respectively (see Chapter 2) by fitting 

the proportions of the four observable phenotypes (white-band, white-triangle, 

veliow-band and veilow-triangle) to the Hardr-Weinberg model using maximum 

likelihood (Ha 1974; Weir 1990; Edwards 1993). With only four p h e n o p e  

classes, the maximum iikelihood esumator for de ie  frequency is equal to the 

square-rom of the frequencr of a giren recessive colour or pattern phenotype in 

the population. For instance, qw the frequencr of the recessive IP (or "yeilod') 

aileie is equal to the square-root of the irequencv ofvellou- butcerflies in the 

population. Due to complete dorninance, these allele frequency estimates ma! 

be quite biased (oulng to an undeteccable escess or deficit of heterozygotes) 

homever t h i s  problem is somewhat aileviated bv relative-ely high frequency of 

recessive colour (yellow) and pattern (triangle) traits in the populations. Mele 

fiequenc~ change over time at a single site can be due to selection, drift, non- 

random mating, and sampling error. 1 look to see whether these changes are in 

the direction predicted br hlüllenan mimicn-: tomards IV and B (white-band) to 

match white H. r q h ,  or towards 1~ and 6 bellow-triangle) to match veHow H. 

derichia. Mismatches would not support the ILIülIerian mimicn- hvpothesis: - 
towards [V and L (dute-triangle), or towards tv and B Oellow-band). 

From these allele frequencies the maximum iikelihood estimator of linkage 

disequilibrium (D) can be calculated. Linkage disequilibrium is the difference of 

the obsenred frequencies for "fi&" gametes (equal to the square root of the 



frequency of yellow-triangle butterfies [zwbb genotypes] in the sample; Chapter 

2) and the espected value from the estimated allele frequencies (qwqJ. The 

masimum possible disequilibrium value (D,u), given die allele frequencies, is the 

minimum of the product of espected garnete f requencies~ . ,  or qwqb when D > 

O and minimum o f ~ ~ . q ~  orp,qB when D < O (Lewontin 1964 Hednck 1987; 

Hard and Clark 1989). Positive values of D indicate that ur and b deles (and IF' 

and B alleles) are posicivelv associated in garnetes and negative nurnbers indicate 

chat these are negatively associated (VVeir 1990). 1 espect disruptive selecuon to 

generate positive hkage  disequilibriurn benveen "d' and "ù" and "IV" and "B" 

aileles (e.g., vellow-niangle and white-band phenonpes are favoured). Since 

values of D depend upon the de1e frequencv at each locus (Hedrick 1987; 

Lewontin 1988), 1 report nvo standardizations of Linkage disequhbrium, the 

gametic correlation coefficient R = D/ d k - + ~ , ~ ~ )  and related scded iinkage 

disequilibrium coefficient D' = DID,, (Lewontin 1964 & i l e t  et. al. 1990). 

Neither R or D'are independent of aiiele-frequency because the denominator in 

both terms changes as a hnction of allele frequencv (Lewontin 1988; Mailet et. 

al. 1990) so cornparison between cimes and sites (\.th di fferent dele-frequencies 

and different D) must be made \.d~ caution. 1 assess the sigmficance of D (anv 

deviations from that espected undcr the Hardy-Weinberg model) br estimating 

G (nuice the difference of the negative In-likelihoods of the nvo parameter model 

[qw, qb] and the sanirated mode1 [qw, qb, Dl) on one degree of freedom (Edwards 

1992; Mailet et. al. 1990). G is approsimateh. distributed as chi-square and is 

preferable to a chi-square test conducted o n  p h e n o v e  frequencies when sample 

sizes in anv one categon; are iow (Zar 1984). Owing to complete dominance for 

both coiour and pattern traits, this test is not very powerful (although the large 

fraction of homozvgous recessive indi\lduals bellow and triangle] somewhat 

ameliorate this problem). Despite these dif6culties, 1 proceed with the andysis 

to determine if disequilibrium, even if underestimated, is in the direction 

predicted by rnimicry. 



Pheno~pic correhion of colottrpartern zvith hiad-zMng tta~zd-in'dth 

Relative hind-wing band-width (RH\VBVO] was measured as the Iength of the 

white or yeiIow mailing edge (BVV) along the A43 wing vein espressed as a 

proportion of the total length of the hl3 wing vein (BK' to hI3; see Chapter 2 

and Figure 1.1). This size corrected measurement is highlr correiated 'iklth the 

residuals o fa  regression of BW on M3 within sites but is better than residuals for 

benveen site comparisons because its calcuiation does not depend on the 

reference population. 1 trans formed this measurement be fore s tatis tical tests by 

t a h g  the arcsine of the square root of RHK'BW (Zar 1984). To assess the 

hypothesis that white-band butcerflies have a narrower RH\YBW than yellow- 

triangle butterfies in the presence of nvo comodels, I use a one-taded t-test on 

the Bilsa RH\WW data. 1 also use the Bilsa data to perforrn an malysis of 

variance to determine if RH\FB\XT variation is correlated most to colour, pattern, 

or both. 1 use one-tailed t-tests on site rneans or  variances of RHLXBLV to assess 

the effects of different comodel configurations, whch v a n  . br . site, on RH\XT3W. 

Results 

Backgrozttzd: Snrt,rn/ h i ~ t o ~  o j E cztndo17rtn H eliconi us crdno nird it~ comodel. H . 

eleuchia ami H. sap ho 

Across low-land Western Ecuador south of 1" N latitude these m-O colour (white 

and reilow) and nvo pattern (triangle and band) Çorms result in tour different 

colour-pattern phenorlpes (Figure 1.1). Two of these colour-pattern morphs of 

H.  ho &eliow-triangle and white-band) appear to match two different 

svmpatric monomorphic warninglv coloured Hehcorzik comodels, H. elezichia and 

H. $@ho, respectivelv (Figure 1.1; Figure 4.1). One H. gdno population in NW 

Ecuador (Maquipucuna) and di populations south of 1" S along the Andean 

foothills in Southern Ecuador are sympatric Mth only one comodel, yeilow H. 

derichia, and are monomorphic for reilow (Fig. 4.1 ; hppendis 4.1). Finally, in 



NW Ecuador severai sites harbour dense polymorphe populations of H. ydno in 

the local absence of either comodel (Figure 4.1; Table 4.1). 

Host-p fant nnd comodef didn'171itzOn 

H. e/ercbiia and H. belong to the H. sapbo subgenus, which specializes on 

woody Pasnfloora vines in the subgenus Ashop/ea (Brown 198 1 ; Longino 1986) 

In Western Ecuador H. elemha specializes on PassifIororn ~wnmpLy/hr,n/ (Spruce es  

Mast.; D. D. Kapan, unpubiished oviposition, reanng and field eclosion records). 

H. J@O dso  specializes on a single host plant, Pnmf7orapirti1i (Mast.), in K'estern 

Ecuador (D. D. Kapan, unpublished field eclosion and rearing records). 

There appears to be a correspondence benveen these nvo comodel species' 

distributions and that of their host plants, aithough sampiing ~ i t h e  latter is 

difficult (Appendis 4.1; D. D. Kapan, unpublished data). P. nranap&.'/lrnz is a 

riparian treelet that occurs in relatirelr undisturbed moist forest from sea level to 

greater than 1300 meters eleration in Western Ecuador (D. D. Kapan, 

unpubiished data). P. n ~ n c ~ o p ~ f f ~ m ~  grows most commonly dong s m d  shaded 

sueams in the forest underston (D. D. Kapan, pers. obs.). P. )ifieti is a canopr 

vine Mth a h o w n  distribution in Western Ecuador rangmg fiom 230 to 800 

meters elevation (D. D. Iïapan, unpublished data). Both localities where P. 

pitfirigrows (Bilsa and Tinalandia) have virgin forest. Based on H. .ruph 

distribution in Western Ecuador, P. pifflennonlr occurs within severd forest 

reserves and other patches of undisturbed forest such as mountain tops and 

cliff-sides. Field sunrevs indicate the distribution of P. pittèn is nested wivithin the 

distribution of P. ~~~nmpb! fhnz .  Wherever the more restricted P. pitten is found, 

so is P. mamqbbyif~u~~ (see AppendLx 4.1). The nested distribution of these nvo 

host plants is likelv whv the distribution of H. efeiichin and H. s@o, which 

depend upon them, is nested. Table 4.1 illustrates t h i s  relationship; wherever H. 

rqûbo occurs (chree sites, two of whch are known to have P. pittin), we also find 



H. eleztdiin. However, H. e/errchu occurs in the absence of  H. s@o (four sites ail 

of which are known to have P. nzamp~ih~nz and no t P. pittin). 

Po~morphi~rtlz in H . crdno and romdel CO-occzrret~ce 

H. c ) ! h o  polymorphism in colour, but not pattern, is correlated ~11th the 

occurrence of H. elet~chia and H. SL@O (Table 4.1). Ml three sites that harboured 

H. ele~~chin and H. qûbo also harboured both colour morphs of H. ph. AU four 

H. cydno populations CO-occurring with onlr H. eierdzu u-ere monomorphic for 

yellow, the cornodel's colour (P = 0.029, Fisher exact test). However, H. y h o  

was polporphic in Mng pattern mhether nvo comodels were present or just 

one (Table 4.1), but, the proportion of band butterfies w-as alwavs very low 

(Appendis 4.1). H. rqûho dtd not occur at any site without H. elertchz, and 

correspondinglr, no H. y h o  population is monomorphc for white. 

Surprisingly, H. p h z o  \vas pol ymorphic for colour at five stud - sites l a c h g  either 

comodel species and it \vas polrmorphic for pattern at  least nvo of these Fable 

4.1). Polymorphsm in the absence of both comodels is not predicted by the 

theon of warning colouration (see discussion). Polvmorphism where comodels 

are absent mar result fiom gene flow from nearbr sites where comodels Xvere 

historicalir abundant. The current distribution of H. mpho is restricted compared 

to its historic distribution (Figures 4.lb and 4 . k )  lending some credence to h s  

hypothesis (see discussion). 

H . c ydno nzop hf?eqeng rarms conladel demis 

The frequencr of reliow H. gdno and of triangle H. &HO shodd be positively 

correlated with H. elezicllin densin. and negativelv correlated with H. sapho density. 

This espectation is clear because the densities of H. eleztcbziz and H. q b h o  are 

partiaiIr inverselv related (Fimire 4.3: based on 18 sarn~les .r-lth at least one 

comodel 

densi ries 

and over 10 H. gdno present per sample period). Sites with the hghest 

of H. elezdia lack H. rqûbo. Sites with the highest density of H. 5 q b u  



have intermediate to low densities of H. e/ez~cbiia. M y  test of these predictions 

uses the Area data set (Appendk 4.2). 

As predicted, frequency of vellow H. p h o  was positivelv correlated nlth H. 

eletdia densitv and negatively correlated with H. qûho density (Figure 4.4; based 

on 18 site/tirne combinations with comodels and sufficient data).' The yellow 

morph reaches fixation at the hghest H. eleitchin densiues, where H. sapllo is 

absent (Figure 4.3). The strength of these correlations \vas tested \\lth multiple 

logistic regression of H. y h o  colour-morph frequencv against rhe densiq- of 

both comodels (Table 4.2). Overd  this regression mode1 esplains aLmost half of 

the variance (R? = 0.41 3). This test is not completely independent of the test of 

polvmorphism versus cornodel presence and absence (Table 4.1) because where 

H. gdno occurs with H. eleilchh, we see f~xation ofreilow. When oniy sites 1~1th 

nvo comodels are unlized, the correlation becomes weaker, remaining in the 

right direction for H. ele~ichia but becorning essentiailr flat for H. s+o. Thus, it 

appears comodel density 

considered together, and 

is a predictor of colour frequencr when all sites are 

H. elerichia densin. remains influenual when sites with 

nvo comodels are considered separatelv. At these latter sites the presence of H. 

s q b o  prrdlcts polvmofphsm (as in Table 4.1 .) but does not predict morph 

frequency. 

In contrast to colour, the proportion of triangle H. p h z o  butterfies does not 

correlate with the densitv of either comodel (Figure 4.5). Trends were in the 

right direction but were estremelv weak and not statisticaliv s ipf icant  (see Table 

4.2 and Figure 4.5). The proportion of triangle butterflies varies much less than 

the colour morph frequencies between sites in Western Ecuador (Puiangl, range 

[0.60, 11 vs. P ,,,,,, range [0.25, 11). 



Teqûoral rrariation in mophjieqirenï?es laithin i ter  

Time variation in H. p h o  morph frequency may be correlated with comodel 

densin. variation (Figure 4.6). Hou-ever, temporal repiication M t h  sites is 

limited; onlr Bilsa and Tindandia have sufficient change in the frequency of 

comodels to d o w  a test. 

At Tinalandia the densiues of comodels are nearlv perfecdr negativelr correlated 

mith each other when either are greater than approsimatelv three per day (r = - 

0.833, tj = -3.373, P = 0.0 178). Thus, 1 adopt cornodel frequency as the 

predictor variable at Tinalandia because any change in the proportion of H. 

elerrchlz'a relative to al1 cornodels reflects differences in reIative abundance of the 

nvo comodels and comodel fiequencv alloms a better visualization (one graph 

vs. nvo) at Tinalandia. Cornodels at Bdsa are also negativelv correlated but with 

onlv four samples, d i i s  is far from certain. Within Bilsa, no patterns are rereded 

with either densin- or frequencr correlaaons. 

At Tinalandia, tirne variation in proportions of reliow H. p h u  morphs follows 

temporal changes in comodel frequenq (Figure 4.6a). The data are five large 

samples from late dn- season 1994 through mid dn- season 1995 at Tinalandia. 

A lag in the proporcion of vellow H. q d z o  is indicated by the counterclochise 

rotation. Bilsa also has large changes in the relative frequencv of comodels over 

the period August 1994 through January 1997, but there is no correlated change 

in the frequencv of H. yho colour morphs (see Figure 4.6b). 

H. ~MLVO ma- have hgher dispersal and a more stable population size than either 

comodel species. If this is m e ,  H. tydh  may integrate comodel population 

Note apparent ourler in lower panel of Figure 4.4 (at PFh, - 0.8 and density of H. sapho > 
30) corresponds to an intermediare density of H. efez~chia (- 18 per group dayj and is thus 
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fluctuations over a wider area or longer time scale than that measured at a local 

studr site Like Bilsa. Mele frequencv changes in colour and pattern give us a 

another mar to test whether difficult to measure largz-scale changes in comodel 

abundance affect H. p h ' s  polymorphism. Correlated selection on H. c y h o  

generated bv comodel replacement over time should result in simultaneous 

increases or decreases in allele frequencv atAv and pH. That is, correlated 

selection should lead to increases in whte-band phenonpes with decreases in 

rellow-triangle phenonpes or vice-versa. This trend, indicated br  linear 

regression ofphenonpe frequenn versus time, is seen at Bilsa and El Copal but 

not Tinalandia (see Figure 4.7). Data are insufficient to determine whether this 

is the case at El Padrino (Figure 4.8b). At the allele level, correlated selecuon at 

the coiour (IV, u.) and pattern (B, b) loci should favour lVl3 if H. c ~ h o  is tracking 

a general increase in H. rnpho, and favour wl> if it is tracking a general increase in 

H. e / e r r r / i .  Figure 4.9 shows plots oiestimated d e l e  frequencr change over four 

studv sites. There was no tendencr for CO-variation in allele frequency change 

from one time to the nest (arrow-s bounce back and forth). How-ever, the main 

direction of change at Bilsa (towards WB) is consistent \~+h mirnicn with H. 

,-@ho, mhereas die main direction of change (rowards wb) at El Copal is not 

interpretable in tenns of rnirnicn- because there are no local comodels at that site 

(Figure 4.9). 

Svmpatn with nvo comodels s hould generate disruptive selection favouring 

those attributes of H. ~ h z o  that resdt in a match to the comodels (e.g., white- 

band and vellow-triangle if both comodels are present) over hypothesized 

"mismatch" morphs (white-triangle and rellow-band). This ma' be detected as 

positive Lnkage disequilibrhm (D) and gametic correlation (R) between the 1v 

(for rellow) and 6 (for triangle) deles, and between the IV (for white) and B (for 

inffuenced bv both high densin- of H. sqbo and moderarely high densin. of H. elez(chia. This 
is accounted for in the multiple logisac regression model. 



band) deles, where H. p h o  is polrmorphic. Positive pmetic correlations are 

espected at sites with IWO comodels, and D should not differ from zero at sites 

u1th no comodels. Table 4.3 shows aliele frequencv and gametic correlation 

estimates from four sites where H. ydno is polymorphe. Two cornodels are 

present at Tinalandia, Bilsa, and El Padrino, whereas El Copal has no sympauic 

comodels. Sites with both comodels vinaiandia, El Padrino and Bilsa) tend to 

have positive D values (10 of 13 o b ~ e ~ a t i o n s ) ,  whereas El Copal has four 

positive and three negative values. Athough in the predicted direction, contrasts 

benveen sites nith comodels and the one site without cornodels do not differ in 

the sign of D and R values (Table 4.3). Average R values are 0.104 for sites with 

comodels and 0.003 for El Copal uiithout comodels. Howerer, onlr nvo D 

values are statistically significant, both positive (Bilsa in Julr 1995 and at El 

Copal in Julr 1995; see Table 4.3). In conclusion, disequhbrium measures, 

although in the right direction, do not support the prediction that the presence 

of m-O comodels generates nvo adaptive peaks (favouring a gameuc correlation 

benveen colour and pattern) in H. gdno populations. If there is disruptive 

selection, favouring white-band and vellow-triangle at sires with nvo comodels, it 

must be weak. 

SE), and H. sqho has a narrom hind-wing band (band mean RH\WWXT = 0.39 f 

.O001 SE). Disruptive selection generated by the presence of these nvo 

comodels should be reflected in the relative hmd-mlng band-width of different 

H. gdno morphs. 1 test nvo predictions using the Bilsa data. First, the relative 

hnd-wing band-width of yeilow-triangle H. d n o  should be greater than 

RH\VB\V for white-band H. pino. At Bilsa the mean RHVVE3W of vellow- 

triangle is 0.57 + 0.0126 SE, and for white-band H. pino, it is 0.51 + 0.0231 SE 

( t ,  = -2.1 6, P = 0.01 99). Tnis indmtes that, as predicted, vellow-triangle H. 



ydno have vider hind-wing bands than white-band H. gdno. These differences 

(- .Ou) in mean RHLWW berneen estreme morphs ofH. &O are much smaiier 

than the difference benveen H. efezdia and H. ~ q h o  in mean RHLVBW (0.38). 

1s H. gdno relative hind-wing band-width at sires with nvo comodels related to 

pattern or colour differences? An analvsis of variance of Bilsa data reveals that 

RHWBW is mosdv related to panern and not colour. The means (k SE) for 

each pattern (triangle = 0.368 + 0.043 and band = 0.51 9 f 0.07 1) are different, 

whereas colour differences @elion- = 0.530 k 0.038 and white = 0.557 rt 0.044) 

are negligible. Pattern alone esp!ains the variance (interactions and main effect 

of colour were not sigmficant). A linear mode1 relating three levels of pattern 

(band, intermediate and triangle) to hd-wing band-nldth was sipficant (FI, . .- 

Second, is the variance in H. ~ d h o  RHK'BW at sites with m-O comodels greater 

than cornodel-free sites? Bilsa, with cornodels, has a higher variance (ff = 

0.107) than El Copal, without comodels, (& = 0.020, Figure 4.10). The variance 

in RHWBW at Tinaiandia (the other sire with nvo cornodels) is also higher ($ = 

0.087). A nvo sample r-test comparing the variance of Biisa (above) and 

Tinalandia (0.0969) mith those of El Copal (above) and La Hespena (0.0250), 

where comodels are absent, is sigmficant (6 = 6.43, P = 0.01 17; see Figure 4.10). 

Third, mean H.  ho RH\VBW is also higher in sites with H. e/eucbia only (0.66) 

than at sites with both comodels (0.56; 6 = 2.46 , P = 0.016; Figure 4.10). This 

difference is due to an increase in mean RHXVrBW of yellow morphs at aii yeiiow 

sites, not simplv a loss of white-band and whte-triangle buaerfiies. 

In conclusion, H. p i n o  RHC7iiBW variation is consistent with Miiüerian mimicry 

wvith two comodels at sites ~v1d-1 both H. e/etdia and H. sqho and with onlv one 

comodel where it CO-occurs only with H. eleuchia. 
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Discussion 

Results from Chapter 3 indicate that divergent selection generated by Miillerian 

rnimicn~ ~71th nt-O different comodels favours different colour-morphs of H. 

pim. This raises the possibilitv that positive frequencv-dependent selecuon to 

match nvo different comodels mav help maintain colour-panern diversity uithin 

polymorphic H. p h o .  This is the poivmorphic hlüllerian mimicry hypothesis. I 

find support for several predictions of t h s  hvpothesis. H. ~ ~ Y J O  was 

polymorptuc for colour and pattern in the presence of m-O comodel species. 

When it occurred with o d v  a single abundant comodel W. eledia), H. ~ d n o  was 

monomorphic for the predicted colour keliow) but not for pattern. 1 found an 

association benveen colour trequencies and comodel densin: the proportion of 

reiIow H. gdno was positireh- correlated with H. e l e z h i z  densitv afid negativelr 

correlated Mth H. sapho densin- (weaker). However, no s M a r  relationship 

benveen comodel densin- and wlng-pattern was found. The colour results show 

that CO-occurrence with a single comodel elimnates variation as predicted by 

classical mimicn- heon- .  When H. y h o  CO-occurs with nvo comodel species, it 

is alwavs polvmorphic across a range of comodel densities (Figure 4.4 and Table 

4.1). Therefore divergent selection mav operate on colour mthn areas where 

nvo comodels occur consisrent with selection pressures measured in Chapter 3. 

Although direct site to site correlations in relacive frequencv of  morphs and 

comodels are weak, nvo comodels appear to provide an urnbrella of protection 

for both colour morphs of H. 9d.o across a broad area of Western Ecuador. In 

support of this pattern, at one site, Tinalandia, where H. ydno 

with respect to the comodel species, colour-morph frequency 

frequency over a period of nearly a year (see Figure 4.6). 

is generdr  rare 

tracked comodel 

Estimates of allele-frequency change and hkage disequilibrium were iess 

conclusive. Mele  frequency change was in the h e c t i o n  predicted if uacking a 

global increase in H. m p l o  at Bilsa where H. s q h o  has become more abundant 
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since 1994 but allele frequenn change from period to period was not directly 

correlated with H. sqbo  change at h s  site- hlso, dele frequencv change at El 

Copal was in the direction favouring veilow and triangle phenotvpes despite the 

absence of local comodels. Strong iinkage diseqlillibrium benveen alleles at 

colour and pattern loci does not esist. 

Relative hind-wing band-width variation is consistent with the polymorphic 

;LIüllerian rnimicw hypothesis. Results supported the four predictions for 

relative hind-wing band-uldth: One, v5diin sites with nvo comodels reiIow- 

triangle morphs have greater relative hind-wing band-widths dian white-band 

buttertlies; Two, the variance in RHVVBW at sites with nxro comodels is greater 

(possibhr due to disruptive selection) h a n  sites with a single comodel (H. 

eIe~tchin); Three, H. gdm buttertlies at vellow-onlv sites have greater RHLY'BYC 

than H. p'no butterfies from sites with both comodels; and four, this difference 

mav be due to directional selection on M V B W  itself because reUow-triangle 

butterfiies at veilow-onlv sites have greater relative hmd-\~lng band-widths than 

dlow-triangle buttertlies from sites Mth both comodels. 

Overail, it appears that Mdlerian mimicn benveen different H. colours and 

their respective comodels is relatireh- important, whereas H. y i h o  pattern 

morphs appears to be more mimeticdy neutral. However, the correlation 

benVeen colour pattern and RHWBW reveals that there may be some selection 

on pattern details. Tnis indicates pattern may be a more important to mimetic 

resemblance Mth comodels than revealed by the morph frequencv correlations 

alone. These resuits support the action of Mdlerian rnirnicnr prirnarily on colour 

and weakly on hind-wing band-width espression relative to pattern in H. ~~)'dno. 

Anamzl ie~ 

Data on morph frequencv correlations and phenoq~ic  correlations benveen 

pattern and RH\VBW and evidence from Chapter 3 support the potential for 
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divergent selection to help maintain variation in areas where nvo cornodel 

species CO-occur vl;ith H. p h o .  However, variable ailele frequencv change and a 

lack of strong hkage  disequilibrium ac sites with nvo comodels, and the 

presence of polvmorphic populations in the absence of comodels, indicate that 

divergent seIection does noc Mr esplain the maintenance of polvmorphism in 

Western Ecuador's H. y h o .  Differences in mean RH\X%W benveen the 

putative CO-mimetic morphs of H. y d n o  at sites with two comodels are six times 

smder  than the average differences in RH\VWX' benveen comodels, whch  

suggests that disruptive selection, if present, is not whoIlv effective a t  moving 

morphs of  H. to isvo separate adaptive peaks (bv generating a bimodai 

distribution of H. &no h d - w i n g  band-width). hdditionallv, inferring that 

disruptive, directional, or stabilizing selection are the causes is difficult due to a 

lack of sufficient sire-level replication of  different hvpothesized selective 

environmenrs generated bv patterns of CO-occurrence mith the different cornodel 

species (n = 2 in all cases). However, an even greater anomalr is the presence of 

polrmorphism in the absence of comodels. 1 discuss dus nest. 

H . cvd no p o ~ ~ ~ o r p h i .  itz the nbreizce of' comodel. 

Polvmorphism is unespccred in the local absence of comodels because positive 

frequencv-dependent selecuon should eiiminate the rarest morphs. Transplant 

esperirnents confirrn the presence of suong positive frequencr-dependent 

selection against rare colour-pattern morphs of H. ~ ~ d r z o  (Chapter 3). 

Nevertheless, H. ~ ~ I Z O  was polwnorphic for colour in five smdy sites found to 

have no comodels Fable 4.1). Three of these sites were visited onlv once each 

for less than three days, so it is possible that comodels were temporadv rare 

during the klsit. However, nvo sites, La Hesperia (3 visits, 51 encounters P,,,, = 
- 0.57, Pwdc = 0.89) and El Copai (7 visits, 825 encounters PVcu,,, = 0.34 , Pm,, - 

0.81) were sampled intensivelr, sufficient to conclude that comodels were indeed 

absent. 



Two esplanations of the anomaiy of comodel-free polymorphism corne to rnind. 

First, positive frequency-dependent selecüon may be weak when H. gdm densiq 

is high and both colour morphs are common. This hypothesis uTas suggested by 

Brown and Benson (1974) and is consistent with separate lines of evidence 

here. The two main comodel-free polvmorphk H. &O sites have consistendy 

hgh densizies, and the evidence from the divergent selection esperiment in 

Chapter 3 suggescs weak or no selection at high-release densi-. 

%%en site data are summed across ail klsits, the monomorphic H. ~ d ~ o  and H. 

ehchia sites have a lower H. p h o  densin than the comodel-free H. y h o  sites. 

The mean number of encounters per dav is approximatelv 1,6 and 10 for ail 

rellow sites (+a Caliente, Maquipucuna and Manta Real, respectively), where 

H. gdno and H. eletrchin CO-occur, versus approsimateiv 17 to 43 per dar at nvo 

comodel-free sites (La Hesperia and El Copal, respective-eh-). The densin- of H. 

ydno at these cornodel-free sites is comparable to the total densin- of these three 

species of Helico)ziz~s butterfies at Bilsa or Tinalandia (approsimatelr 28 and 40 

per dav, of wkch H. y h o  made up approsimatelr 53% and 2 2 O / 0  at each site 

respectively). This suggests that where either H. gdno or the nvo comodel 

species are abundant, weak seiection, due to t h s  hgh  densin-, slows the 

approach to monomorphism. 

Data from other polvmorphic hIüllerian rnimic srstems are consistent with 

densin data in m r  smdy. Brown and Benson (1974) note that some unpalatable 

South h e n c a n  ithorniid species are also v e r  abundant and polvmorphc. The? 

cite as good esamples of this phenornenon morphs of iL1echmih;s ~n'nznirrpo~nz)~ia 

and hl. L mq-aez~~ and Hq;botbris emfea. Polymorphism in these species does not 

appear to be the result of secondan. hybridization. Brown and Benson esplicitly 

state the hvpothesis that hgh butterfly densi? ameliorates positive frequency- 

dependent selection against rare (in terrns of frequency) u-arning-colour morphs: 



This phenornenon mav indicate that very common unpalatable species free 

themselves from effective stabilization by predator selection for uniformi- 

in colour pattern. Thus the appro-simately constant nurnber of individuais 

take bv predators before thev learn that the patterns are associated with 

unpalatabditv would be s m d  compared uith the total number of insects in 

the local populations, and genetic recombinants and other sources of 

variabilin- couid not he eliminated (Brown and Benson 1974: 221). 

Brown and Benson (1 974) note that H. mirnata o c c u r ~ g  in undisturbed forest is 

relativelv rare, whereas in seconda? forest clearings, H. n~~nznta proliferates on 

abundant food plants leading to dense concentrations. Oddlv enough, they do 

not expiicitlv state that high H. nztnzatd abundance is an important factor aiding 

maintenance of H. rzz~nzata polvmorphism. However, thev note that the 

unusuallv high densin- mav contribute to polynorphism of Xfullerian rnimic 

Araea species in Africa. Paradosicallr, Owen et. al. (1994) do mention locally 

abundant concentrations of the Auaea species in their studv but do not 

comment on the significance of density for the maintenance of polrmorphsm in 

these polvmorphic Xfdierian mimics (see below). 

The second tine of evidence that high density decreases the strength of 

frequencv-dependent selection cornes from the divergent selection experiment 

presented in Chapter 3. By releasing a high density of esperirnental and control 

butterflies at Maquipucuna (an al-rellow site) I found onlv an initiai loss of 

esperirnental butterfies (Chapter 3). Initial loss (probability of establishment, 

Pd was in the predicted direction (esperimentals lower than conuols), whereas 

subsequent esponenùai death rate (A) did not differ benveen esperimental and 

control buaerflies. This resulted in no detectable selection when compared with 

three low-densin. release replicates of the esperiment (Figure 3.3). In addition, 

the densities of esperimental and control butterflies released at ~Iaquipucuna 



(estimated by the encounter rate method during the hrst eight days of the 

esperiment) averaged approsimately 18.2 (kl.3 SE) per group day. This densiq 

was within the range of approsimately 17 to 42 butterflies per group day, found 

at high-densic H. gdno-onlv populations La Hespena and El Copal, where 

selection is presurnably weak. 

Results from other esperiments designed to test the selecuve advantage of  

aposematic colouration to MüiIerian rnirnic species are also consistent with the 

hvpochesis that h g h  density of warninglr coloured insects decreases positive 

frequency-dependent selection. Benson (1 972) blackened the red foreving 

patch on distastehl w-arninglv coloured H. erato in Costa Rica, eliminating their 

resembiance to other H. erdo or a n r  other local warningly coloured butterflr. 

During the first repiicate of this esperiment in 1968, he obsen-ed a statisticdv 

sigmficant reduction in rank minimum longevin. of manipulated H. erato 

butterfies when compared co sham manipulated controls wtlth unaitered 

appearance. When he repiicated this esperiment a second urne, longe\+y of 

espenmentds was not significantlr different from the controls. Benson 

speculated that resident bird predators may have remembered esperimentals 

from the previous year. If t h s  esplanation is m e ,  his second replicate was 

equivdent to elevating the total densitv of  esperimental butterfies esperienced 

b r  local bird predators, and thus could account for the Iack of difference he 

noted benveen esperimental and control sw%-al. 

Mallet and Barton (1989) reported a reciprocal transplant esperiment to measure 

the selective pressure against nvo races of H. e r i o  moved across their shared 

warning-colour hybrid zone. Their esperiment revealed stronger differences in 

the initial loss of butterflies (Pa  measured from release to the first visit to their 

studv sites than the subsequent loss of butterfies measured from the h s t  visit 

und the end of the esperiment. 1 also found this pattern in the high-density 



replicate of the selection esperiment (Chapter 3). Their data are consistent with 

rapid ieaming of transferred butterfies' novel colour-patterns br  local bird 

predators dut  subsequentl~ ignore them. This ekldence and esperiments on 

predator learning of the rufous-tailed jacamar, a specialized Neonopical 

insectivore thought to be important in the evolution of mimicm (Chai 1986, 

1988, 1970, 1976), support the idea that bird predators can rapidly learn new 

colour patterns whch would esplain reduced selection at high densi?. 

Gerzejhz~ and c h e s  

The second hvpothesis to account for anomalous polrmorphism in the absence 

of comodels is long-distance gene flow. Despite densitv's potential to reduce the 

strength of selection, polymorphism in high densitv comodel tree populations is 

no t stable. Positive frequencv-dependent selection s houid s d  sIow11- lead to 

fixation of the most common morph. Continued maintenance of polymorphism 

under these conditions implies some variation-restonng factor at work. One 

obvious candidate is gene flow. No direct evidence for gene flow in H. yï!m- 

onlr populations esists. However, the spatial autocorrelation analvsis indicates 

diat colour frequencies are correlated in nearby populations (Figure 4.1). This 

aurocorrelation is LiLelr due to local gene flow or a combination of spaualiy 

autocorrelated selec tion and gene- flow. 

Gene-flow has been estimated for H. me/po~mrei?e, a closelr related species with 

similar body size @Idet  et. al. 1990). hIdet  and h s  colleagues found that the 

standard deviation in H. ~~ieCpo~/ iene  parent-o ffspring distances (o, a measure of 

moderate gene flow) \vas 3.7 km, calculated from measures of cline-width 

benveen parapatric races of H. t ~ i e 4 o n . e  in Pem (Mallet et. al. 1990). Zones of 

polymorphism (clines) are propomonal to G/J. Therefore the broad areas of 

polvmorphism across Western Ecuador suggest a combination of gene flow and 

weak selection acting at sites that are comodel-free yet polvmorphic, or where 



either of the nvo comodels are common. Otherwise, some combination of 

increased gene flow from source sites and intermediate selection is necessary to 

esplain the presence of polymorphic H. ~~rlno-onlv sites. 

Donlinnnce and rntzdor~z nzatiizg 

Dominance coupled with random mating may help maintain local H. &O 

morph frequency variation in the absence of  comodels. H. ~ d ~ z o  colour and 

pattern are under simple geneuc control (Chapter 2). Both colour and pattern 

loci show variation consistent with complete dominance (Chapter 2). Under 

these conditions, frequencr-dependent selection Çavouring greater than 50% 

dominant phenonpes does not elirninate recessive aileles because these are 

completelr masked in the heterozvgote state. It becomes increasingly difficult to 

remore recessives as dominant de le  frequencv rises. This mar help esplain 

polvmorphisrn for colour at comodel-Free sites, whch generdr have greater 

than j O O h  d u t e  (dominant aliele = IF) butterfies. This scenario does not work 

for band aiieles (B),  d u c h  are never common enough in Western Ecuador to 

account for 50% of butterfies. 

favoured, band patterns would 

dependent selection. 

Without immigration €rom sires where they are 

presumabhy go extinct due to frequency- 

The presence of H. tyino at hgh densin. without comodels, and at sites with 

comodels (Bilsa), the lack of strong linkage-disequilibrium benveen colour and 

pattern, the lack of strong separation in relative hind-wing band-width and the 

imperfect matchmg of H. gdno forewing patterns to their comodels (Figure 1.1) 

suggest that some constra.int has prevented H. p h t o  from evolving near perfect 

resemblance to either comodel as found in other areas of its range outside 

Ecuador. One possibility is a selective constraint. H. p h o  colour morphs 

(yeiiow and white) relativelv close match the colour of H. eletdia and H. @O, 



whereas fore- and hind-wing patrems do not. One esplanauon is that selection 

on pattern may be weak. Whte-triangle may be a more generd purpose morph 

that gains protection from resemblance to both comodels (white H. sapho and 

triangle H. efezichia) as weil as from its overd higher densin-. This is consistent 

Mth the rank order of abundance of morphs from Western Ecuador; u-here all 

three species broadly CO-occur, white-triangle is most abundant, ivhereas veIlow- 

triangle, wlute-band, and rellow-band are decreasinglv less abundant. Changes 

in morph frequenci. are usuallr seen in trade-offs benveen rellom-triangle and 

w-hite-band (potential H. elertchiu and H. s q h  specialists, Figures 4.7b, c), 

w-hereas white-triangle appears to remain relatively constant. Finallv, w-hte- 

mangle RHKBW spans the range of both yellow-triangle and white-band 

(aithough it has a higher mean) at sites with nvo comodels suggesting it is under 

the mirnetic influence of both H. e/edin (Mde RHLWW? and H. sqho (narrow 

RH\VB\X'). Thus the presence of nvo comodels mav provide protection for a 

general5Iüllerian rnirnic phenotvpe (white-triangle) as well as nvo specialist 

combinations @ellow-triangle and white-band). This hrpothesis, that white- 

triangle is a generalist phenon~e,  could be hlsified Mth learning esperirnents 

using captive wdd birds and fitness measures on l d d  burtertlies of each morph 

at sites with both comodels. 

It is likelv that some combination of reduced selection and variation restoration 

due to gene flow, dominance and possiblv mimetic generalization esplains the 

persistence of polymorphism at anomalous comodel-free H. y h o  sites. 

Conclusions 

study provides evidence suppomng the polymorphic Nullerian mimicq- 

hi~othesis. There is evidence of a correlation benr-een the presence of nr-O 

comodels and the maintenance of polymorphic populations of H. cydno revealed 

by 1) cross-tabulanon of comodel presence/absence and H. q h o  polymorphism 



and 2) to a limited e'rtent by the geographic correlation benveen H. &O 

polymorphism and the comodel densitv. At one site (Tinalandia) H. ~ d n o  colour 

frequency tracked relative abundance of comodels over one year. Measures of 

the phenon.pic correlation benveen relative b d - w i n g  band-width and colour- 

pattern uithin and benveen sites were consistent with predictions from rnimicry 

theon.. However, other measures were not consistent w+h strong MUerian 

mimicm operating at ali times and places. Mele  frequencv changes at both the 

colour and pattern loci were in the direction predicted by 5Idlerian mirnicn- at 

onlv one site. Similarlv, measures of gametic correlations do not suggest that 

strong dismptive selection on colour-pattern combinations is generated bv the 

simultaneous presence of nvo comodel species. Without comodels, positive 

frequencvdependent selection should result in monomorphism. But several 

populations of H. y h o  are polymorphe in the local absence OC comodels. 

These sites have a high H. gdno densitv that mar reduce the strength of  

frequency-dependent selection against rare morphs sufficiently that gene tlow 

from nearbv populations can help maintain poIrmorphism. One possibility is 

that H. gho is selectively constrained by the presence of nvo comodels and its 

own relatirelr high densin-. I f  one phenotype (a generalist white-triangle) gains 

protection from both comodels then other more specialist phenotypes (yellow- 

triangle and white-band) may not be able to evolve perfect resemblance @y 

linkage of colour-pattern genes) to their respective comodels, H. elezrcllia and H. 

qûbo. Thus, despite some ekldence that divergent selection to match nvo locally 

CO-occurring comodels exists (see above and Chapter 3), it is difficult to 

conclude that divergent selection is the main factor currently maintaining H. 

9&0 polvmorphism across all of Western Ecuador. Globally, phenotype 

frequencies of H. y h o  in NW Ecuador are very Likelp the result of historic 

divergent selecrion ro  match nvo comodels that probably operated consistendy 

u n d  major habitat destruction disrupted many populations. Weak selection at 

high-densinr sites populated by high propomons of dominant phenotypes, may 
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forestail the loss of variation over evolutionarilr short àme penods of several 

decades. 



Figure Legend 

Figure 4.1 The current distribution of H. ~ ~ d n o  morphs bellow and white), H. 

ehchia and H. mpho based on present study, as weli as the historical distribution 

of H. elezichin and H. r@o based on museum surver - b r  - Brown (1979). Each 

siice on  the pie chart represents the presence of a corresponding morph of H. 

p h o  (see inset kev). Numbered localities plotted bv actual latitude and longitude 

(dots) for present smdy. Size of pie is proportional to population size for 

present smdy (see Appendk 4.1 for locaiity information). The pie size for 

historical data is not propomonal to population size and represents simple 

presence/absence for historical data lumping specimen locaiities by 0'30' 

latitude/longimde gnds.. 

Figure 4.2 Moran's I versus distance categon for density of yeilow comodel H. 

e/er~cbia (A.) white H. s@o p.) and phenotlpe frequency of yellow H. L ~ d t ~ o  (out 

of the total H. p h o  population) versus distance (C.). Moran's I was calculated 

for distance categories with boundaries at > 0,33,66, 100, 300, 300, and greater 

than 300 kilometers. 

Figure 1.3 Correlation of H. elediicr densin versus H. s q h o  density. Density 

measured as encounters per group day. 18 site/time combinations in area data 

set show-n. 

Figure 4.4 The response of H. yhzo colour morph frequencv to variation in the 

abundance of tu70 comodel species, H. elezicbia and H. mpbo. The top panel 

shows the values for propomon of yellow butterfies versus the densitv of H. 

elezdia per group day and the bottom panel versus density of H. sqûho per group 

dar. Vertical lines indicate f 1 profile standard-error for each esumated 

frequency. 



Figure 4.5 The response of H. y h o  pattern rnorph frequency to variation in the 

abundance of two comodel species, H. eietichia and H. qûho. The top panel 

shows the values for proportion of triangle buttertlies versus the density of H. 

e/ez&z per group dar and the bottom panel versus density of H. s q h  per group 

dav. Vemcai Lines indicate I 1 profile standard-error for each estirnated 

frequencv. 

Figure 4.6 Variation in the proportion of velion- H. p i n o  morphs as a hnction 

of propomor? of H. eiercbin (out of the total comodels) at Tinalandia during 

19941 1995 and Bilsa during 1994 to 1996/97. Median sample dates are at least 

one month apart for each of the five sample penods. Bars are +/- 1 profde 

standard error for the binomial distribution (Edwards 1992). 

Figure 4.7 Time variation in the propomon of different H. y h o  morphs (\.--hite- 

triangle A, vellow triangle A ,  white-band 0, rellow-band .) for three smdy 

sites Tinalandia (A.), Bilsa (B.), and EI Copal (C.) from 1992 through 1997 (note: 

panels are not all displared on the same time scale). Lines connect observations 

for Tinalandia. For Bilsa and El Copal iines are Linear regression fits of each 

proportion versus time (for iilustraure purposes). 

Figure 4.8 Time variation in the proportion of different H. gdzo morphs (white- 

triangle A, yeilow triangle A ,  white-band 0, vellow-band .) for three smdy 

sites LIaquipucuna (A.), El Padrino (B.), and Manta Real (C.) from 1992 through 

1997 (note: panels are not ail displaved on the same tirne scale). For panel B. 

h e s  are a h e a r  regression of date versus each proportion. 

Figure 4.9 Mele frequencv estimates for four studv sites found in Table 4.3: 

Tinalandia (A.), Bilsa (B.), El Padrino (C.) and El Copal (D.). h o w s  proceed 

from first to last median sample date at each site (found in Table 4.3). 



Figure 4.1 0 Relative h d - ~ v i n g  band-width for H. pdizo (bars) and H. elericbiu 

(. . . . . .) and H. mpho (- - -) from sites with nvo comodels, Thalandia and Bilsa 

(A.), sites with no comodels, El Copal and La Hesperia (B.), and sires with one 

comodel H. e/et&a, Yanu Yacu and Manta Real (C.). Bars represent frequency 

histogram of H. phnno RH\VEKV and lines represent densitv h c t i o n  of H. s@ho 

or H. eleztchin RHK73W respectively. hsterisks (*) indicate means of the H. gdio 

distributions. 



Longitude West 
Figure 4.1 The currenr disuibution of (A.) H. @no morphs (yellow and white) and (B.) H. 

rle~~cbzin and H. saph based on present study and (C.) the historical distribution of 
H. elem-hf~ and H. s q h  based on museum survey by Brown 1979. (Continued 
nest page). 



Longitude West 
Figure 4.1 The currenr distribution of (A.) H. p - h o  morphs (yeiiow and white) and (B.) H. 

tftvtchia and H. rapho based on present study and (C.) the historical distribution of 
H. efeztchiu and H. mpho based on museum sume' by Brown 1979. (Continued 
nest page). 



His torical distribution 
0 H. sapbo 

H. elezrcbia 

Longitude West 
Figure 4.1 The current disuibution of (A.) Fi. ~ d n o  morphs @eUow and whire) and (B.) H. 

rier~chia and I-I. rnpbo based on present study and (C.) the historical distnbution of 
H. rie~~chia and H. mpho based on rnuseum sun-eu by Brown 1979. 



Dis tance kilometers (class rnidpoints) 

Figure 4.2 irloran's I versus distance category for density of yeilow cornodel H. dertchia (A.) 
white H. supbo (B.) and phenoqpe frequency of yeliow H. q h o  (of the total H. 
p h o  population) versus distance (C.). 





Density of H. ~qûbo 

Figure 4.4 The response of H. gho colour morph frequency to variauon in the abundmce 
of nvo comodel species, H. rlez~tbia and H. supho. 



Density of H. mpho 

Figure 4.5 The response of H. &no pattern morph frequency to variaaon in the abundance 
of nvo comodel species, H. r/wci,in and H. srrpbo. 
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Proportion of H. elet~cbicr 

Figure 4.6 \'ariation in the proportion of yellow H. &to rnorphs as a funcaon of 
proporrion of H. ehchza (out of the total comodels) at Tinalandia during 
l9W/ 1999 and Bilsa during 1994 - 1996/97. 



Date 
Figure 4.7 Time variation in the propomon of diffèrent H. l y h o  morphs (dute-triangle A, 

yl low triangle A, white-band 0, yeiiow-band .) for three studv sites Tinalandia 
(A.), Bilsa (B.), and El Copal (C.) from 1992 through 1997 (note: panels are nor 
al1 displayed o n  the same ame scale). Lines connect observaaons for Tinalandia. 



Date 

Figure 4.8 Time rariaaon in the propomon O C  different H. ph morphs (white-triangle A: 
yellow triangle A, white-band CI, yellow-band H) for three study sites 
hlaquipucuna (A.), El Padrino (B.), and 3Lanta Real (C.) from 1972 rhrough 1997. 



Estimated frequency of b allele 

Figure 4.9 Allclc tiequencv estimares for four smdr sires found in Table 4.3: Tinalandia (.\.), 
Bilsa (B.), El  adr ri no (C.) and El ~ o ~ a l < ~ . ) .  



Relative hnd-wing band-width 

Figure 4.10 Relaare hind-nlng band-wvidth for H. gdtlo (bars) and H. efe~~chza (. . . . . .) and H. 
mpbo (- - - -) from sires with w o  comodels, Tinalandia and Bilsa (A.), sires uith 
no comodels, El Copal and La Hesperia (B.), and sites wvith one comodel H. 
ele~cha,  Yanu Yacu and hlanta Real (C.). 



Table 4.1 Co-occurrence of H. L-$IIO colour and pattern polymorphisrn Mtb 
the presence/absence of H. elericbh and H. mpho from 12 sites in LVestern 

Ecuador.' 

H. qdno state 

polymorphic for monornorphic polymorphic for monomorp hic 
Cornodels ~resent  color veUow ~actern uianele 

total sites 8 
1. Only sites wvith in which at least 10 H. ph were encountered are included. Sires where 

comodels are rare (at least 1 but fewver than 10 total encounters) are not included. 



Table 4.2 Multiple logistic regression of morph frequency as a function of 
density of comodels. 

degrees o f  
freedorn residtid df F-value1 P 

proportion yeUow IogJH. thzicbza + 1) 1 15 15.14 0.001 

morph log,.(H. @ho + 1) 1 15 5.95 0.028 

Pattern 
proporcion uianglr 

morp h 1ogc(H. dtzichzu + 1 )  

morp h logc(H. qpbo + 1) 1 12 0.09 0.76 
1. 

F-value calculated bv dropping term from overd modd (log .(H. rltwhza i- 1 )  

+ log,(H. s q b o  +1)). These values were \-en- similar ro chose generated from 

sequential addiaon of mode1 terms since the effecects were relarively balanced. 
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Appendk 4.2 Density of H. gho, H. elei~chia and H. rqûho at seven study areas1 
over six time periods' from 1992 to 1995 in Western Ecuador. 

Proporuon Proporaon 
Date total group H. qdro . O Densiry of bunerflies encountered 

Bilsa 
Bilsa 

El Copd 
El Copai 
El Copd 
El Copal 
El Copal 

El P a h o  
EI Padnno 
EI Padnno 

La Hesperia 

La Hesperia 
La Hesperia 
La Hesperia 
La Hesperia 

hlmta Red 
hlanta Red 
h h t a  Red 

Alaquipucuna 
3laquipucuna 
Maquipucuna 

Maquipucuna 
A f aquip ucuna 

Tinalandia 
Tinalandia 
Tinalandia 
Tinalandia 
Tindandia 
Tindandia 

1 Study areas are n m e d  for cenual smdy sire and ares surroundmg ir ro 33 Momcters away 
(escepr La Hesperia see test). 

- The season/dare group (early or lare-+) numbercd consecutkely from &sr ~ G i t  in 1772 (0). 
3. The tocil effort espended at rhar study site in group days llsired. 
4. 

The proportion triangle l a s  uncshable  for some study sites since only H. ghro color was noted. 



Conclusion 

1 compare the results of the present study with those of odier esamples of 

kIüllerian mirnicm benVeen polvmorphc members of a single species and 

monomorphic or pohmorphic comodel species. 1 conclude bv summarizing the 

major resdts of each chapter nlth special reference to the problem of 

polymorphe 5Iüllerian mimics. 

Cornparisons 

Spatial and temporal variation in comodel species has been proposed 

the niamtenance o t  polrmorphsm in H.  nztmztn, that has many morphs in the 

"tiger-pattern" or s~lvaniform rnimicrv ring c o e s i s ~ g  at single sites in the 

Amazon. Each rnorph mimics a major colour-pattern variant of a number of 

tiger-patterned ithorniid butterth- species (Brown and Benson 1974). Ithomiid 

comodels occur in dense local concenuations in the forest interior. These 

"swarms" include hundreds of individuais o fup  to 30 species and are separated 

bv areas of forest that harbour fem ithomiid butterfies (Brown and Benson 

1974). The composition and predominant warning-colour phenonpe in these 

swarms varies unpredictablv with urne and place (Brown and Benson 1974). 

These authors argue that thïs situation, coupled Mth the higher temporal and 

spatial population stabilitv of H. )zrtmztn relative to ithorniid comodels, sets the 

stage for small-scale variation in selection that could favour increased variabiiin- 

in H. nrinzata (Brown and Benson 1974). This may be Like the situation in 

Kiestern Ecuador mhere the local density of the nvo comodel species (H. eiez~chia 

and H. sapho) varies gready benveen sites and at some sites over t h e .  These 

comodel fluctuations mav be due to habitat differences generated bu host plant 



dismbution, and temporal variance due to the unpredictable phenology of the 

cornodel's host pIants o n  which H. eleiichia and H. @O Iay single large clutches 

of eggs (D. D. Kapan, unpublished data). Like H. nzrmatu, in Western Ecuador, 

H. ~ d n o  is relativelv Mdespread and stable. This sets the stage for poivmorphc 

Another tiger-patterned species of mell-de fended He/ico~tizis (H. ethiilla formerlv 

thought to be H. r~zmzatrr, see Ehrlich and Gilbert 1973) esists in the northern 

range of mountains in Trinidad and is polvmorphic for brown and yeLIow 

markings on the forewing (Brower, Brower and Collms 1963; Sheppard 1963; 

Turner 1968a, b; Ehrlich and Gilbert 1973; L. E. Gilbert, unpublished data). 

These Çoms mav belong co nvo different mirnicn- groups. The veilow 

butterfies appear to be mimetic of the ithomüd genus Tithorea, whereas brown 

f o m s  are thought to be mimetic of danaids (Qcorra spp.) and brown ithomiids 

(Turner 1968a, b; L. E. Gilbert, unpublished data). H. e t h i h  polymorphsm ma! 

be maintained b~ seasonal fluctuation in predation generated bu changes in the 

different hfüllerian comodels, but local change in morph-frequencies do not 

correlate well with comodel change, although it is v e n  difficult to track 

Ithomüne populations (L. E. Gilbert, pers. comm.). Over its entire range in 

Trinidad, H. eihih  appears to rnirnic nvo separate divergentiy-panerned cornodei 

groups. This is not unlike patterns of H. gd'o morph frequency change in 

Western Ecuador mhere snme sites (e.g., Bilsa) have both comodels and all four 

morphs of H. +O but no direct local correlation benveen H. h o  morph 

frequencies and variation in comodel populations. 

In other polymorphic Heliconizi~ butteraes putative comodels esist, though 

correlations benveen the comodeis and morph frequencies are weak. Western 

Ecuadonan H. gdrzo morphs malv represent the best documented example of 

polvrnorp hic Mue rian rnimic Heliconizi~. 



0uon-Bate.rim Miimc~: q a m  doni - 
hnother polvmorphc Heliconiine is L doris. ï h s  relativelv uncornmon bunerfly 

is distributed throughout Central and South Arnerica. Hind-wing colouration in 

L dons is either red, blue, or  rarelr a non-mimetic green (DeVries 1987). 

Polvmorphism in this species has been hvpothesized to be the resdt of divergent 

selection on L divis to match red and blue rnimetic compleses that are r emcdy  

segregated (Papageorgis 1975; but see Mailet and Gilbert 1993). However, L 

doch mav be a better esample of a Batesian mirnic, because it is relauvely 

palatable u d k e  most HeLiconills (Turner 1968b; Speed 1993; L. Gilbert pers. 

comm.). Additionailr, L don i  is unlike H. p h  because it remains polynorphic 

but always at low densin- (as predicted for Batesian rnimics), whereas H. gdno 

occur in solo polvmorphic populations at high densin (something that would be 

impossible if it were completelr palatable [but see Speed 19933). 

HyLd sones 

H. rrnta and H. meIpor,vene both eshibit lirnited polrmorphisms in narrow hybrid 

zones benveen parapatric races (Turner 1971). O n  a larger scale, v e n  Mde 

hybrid zones benveen historicallv separate races of monomorphic Mdlerian 

mimics codd be indistingushable from a svmpatrically evolved polymorphism. 

One possible esample of a polvmorphism deriwd through contact benveen 

previouslr monomorphic XIüilerian mimics cornes from Africa. hfrican Auaeu 

butterfies (A. enceh  and A. encedm) are distastehl po lpo rph ic  Müüerian 

rnimics of different forms of the weli-defended polvmorphic Dana115 cl,r~s~ppr/s 

(Danainae). These butterilies inhabit open savanna habitat. Results of extensive 

s m e y s  from 1964 through 1 99 1 indicate a relativelv close correlation benveen 

the rank order abundance of A. encedam morphs and their CO-mimetic morphs of  

Dana1i.s chystppzis (Owen et. al. 1994). This pattern is not found benveen A. 

encedon morphs and corresponding Dnnnzis chlysipzu rnorphs (Owen et. al. 1994). 

In t h s  esample, these authors beiieve that the morphs of all three species may 



have originated from h i~ ton~a i ïy  isolated monomorphic populations that have 

moved into a polvmorphic zone of overlap. Thev suggest that this scenario is 

possibly the result of relatively recent colonization of  modified forest habitats in 

Cganda and Sierra Leone (over the last several thousand years) from areas of 

savanna that were once widely separated b - forests. However, thep acknowledge 

the possibility that the polymorphisms could have evolved in a s p p a u i c  zone 

of overlap due CO an increase in the load that Batesian mimics place on the 

Müilerian comodels (Owen et. ai. 1994). This is not like H. gdno unless 

hi s t O ricailv H. eleztchia 

Ecuador and became 

and H. rqho were geogaphicaily separated in Western 

subsequentlv . svmpatric . due to range espansion of their 

host plants. 

Tran~ient p ohmo ~ ~ ~ J I I Z J .  

Hvbrid zones benveen races that share different comodels in adjacent ranges are 

sirnilar to transient polvmorphisms generated b r  comodel replacement over time 

in sympatn. Habimt change causing one comodel species to replace another 

mar cause a uansient polvmorphism in a third species (Turner 1977; Linares 

1996). Linares describes one such transient polrmorphisrn in the Cauca Valley 

of Colombia where one H. gdno morph, a~gmm; apparendr CO-mimetic of 

distastehl ithomiid Elp~zin bzi~~ho/& rgnlijs, was replaced Mth H. phogmta~Li, CO- 

mimetic of H. ernto c h - t e m n i i ,  due to habitat modification driving E l v i a  estinct 

u-hile favouring H. erato, whch is now abundant in the valie!. This is also unlike 

H. g'nm in Western Ecuador. The host plants of H. sqho and H. elerichia CO- 

occur in undisturbed forests in Western Ecuador making it Likelv that these nvo 

comodel species (and their corresponding CO-mimetic morphs of H. y h o )  

historicaliy CO-occurred for an evolutionarily sigmficant time span (e.g., since the 

Pleistocene, Brown 1979). 



Balancing selection completely unrelated to hlüllerian mimicrv could help 

stabilize pol~rnorphism at high H. &no densities. One possible hctor is non- 

random m a ~ g .  The rarest rnorphs could have a mating advantage mediated 

through multiple mating. If rare femaies were mated more often than common 

fernales, thev mar gain from stored numents (Boggs and Gilbert 1979; Boggs 

1981 j by increase in f edza t ion  success (Lederhouse and Scriber 1987; 

\XTatanabe 1988) or possiblv . bv . improved sperm cornpetition (Drummond 1984). 

Rare fernales, even if mating randomly, wvould tend to have increased fecundq 

as a result of these processes. The f is t  possibilin- was tested br  looking for any 

mate preferences in the Iab amongst butterfies from El Copal. Males 

approached females of either colour or pattern randornly w~%hout respect to their 

own colour or female frequency in the population (D. D. Kapan, and L. E. 

Gilbert, unpublished data). 

It is possible, however, that esua mating is disadrantageous. Heliror~lcrs bunertly 

males are known to transfer male anti-aphrodisiacs to females upon rnating 

(Giibert 1 W6), and females spend considerable time rejecting male advances in 

the field (D. D. Kapan, pers. obs.). If mating is disadvantageous o\\lng to 

increased predation risk, increased darnage to females or simply loss of time 

(Drummond 1984) then rare females ma. have an adrantage. One potential 

mechanism is that rare femzle butterfies have an egg-laying advantage due to a 

decrease in male harassment. Male harassment has been shown to be frequenm- 

dependent in a polvmorphic African swdowtvtail butterflv Pqilio rlarnrrili~ (Cook 

et. al. 1994). hlales pursued femaie-like males in direct proportion to their 

relative abundance. The reduced intrasesud harassrnent was hypothesized to 

fwour female-like males with rare over common morphs (Cook et. al. 1994). 

Intersesual harassrnent may work the same wav in Helironizis, 

behavioural data hom wdd H. guiOro at high-densitv El Copai 

altho ugh 

sites did not reveal 



any bias in bumrfly interactions (D. D. Kapan, unpublished data). The lack of 

supporthg data for non-random mating and its potential benefits to rare- 

morphs and the relatirelr good fit of the four phenon-pe caregories to the 

Hardv-Weinberg distribution suggest that non-random mating is not an 

important factor in promoting pol~morphsm in H. p h o  of Késtern Ecuador. 

However, test crosses €rom o f f s p ~ g  of field-mated fernales are necessan to 

eliminate non-random mating as a contributing factor to H. dna ' s  

polvmorphism in Western Ecuador. 

Below 1 summarize the main fi ndings of m r  research on 

and its comodels. 

Genetics 

In Chapter 2 , I  investigated the geneiic basis for wing colour and pattern 

polvmorphism in H. gdm. Building on  a large bodv of  He/ironir,s genetics 

research (Sheppard et al. 1785; Mallet 1989; Xijhout, \XTrav, and Gilbert 1990), 1 

discovered that a simple genetic model of one-locus and nvo-alleles for colour 

and a single locus with nvo or more alleles (or nvo loci each with nvo aiieles) 

accounts for the major variation in forewing pattern. Each of these loci 

eshbited complete dominance. Additionai corroboration of dus result was 

found in Chapter 4, where field-counrs of colour-pattern pheno?!pe frequencies 

f ic  a simple nvo-locus, nvo-allele model in 13 out of 15 samples indicating, at a 

minimum, that colour and pattern characters are independent. 1 also found the 

potenual for hentable variation and a possible genetic correlation benveen 

relative h d - w i n g  band-Mdth and pattern phenoccpes. This too is consistent 

with results from Chapter 4 (see below). 

Dominance makes it difficult to select against heterozygotes in a polymorphe 

population. This mal  lead to the protection of recessive yellow deles at sites 

with nvo comodels and high white H. sqho numbers (and in greenhouses 



selecred for white-band)! Hvbrids benveen parapatric races of Müllerian rnimics 

often display codominance, whereas H. pino morphs from YVestem Ecuador do 

nor. Dominance mav make it more difficult to evolve h k a g e  benveen colour 

and pattern 

Selection 

elements and select for better colour-pattern matches. 

In Chapter 3, I demonsuared che benefit of XIdlerian mirnicn benveen H. c y h o  

colour morphs and their putative comodels. Br. utilizing a reciprocal transplant 

esperiment, I mas aiso able to v e n k  thar divergent selection is a plausible 

rnechanism to account for the o r î p  and/or the maintenance of polymorphism 

in H. ~ ~ d n o .  1 dso  suggest that increasing H. p h z o  densin-, while keeping the 

relative morph frequenm constant, reduces the strength of positive frequency- 

dependent selection. This pattern has been noted in past rnimicry esperiments 

and comparative smdies. Both of  these results are tiirther discussed in Chapter 

4. 

Polymorphic Miillerian mimicry 

In Chapter 4,1 looked at the relationship benveen the CO-occurrence of H. gdno 

and one or  nvo comodels. Mderian rnimics mav esperience divergent selection 

when found in sympacn with more than one comodel (Brown and Benson 

1974) or when nvo comodels esist in different sites bridged bv gene flow 

(Sheppard et. al. 1985). In Chapter 4 , I  found a correlation benveen colour 

morph frequencies of H. gd)o and the densim of H. efercbia and H. s q h o  

benveen sites (relativelv strong) and witliin one site over time (weak). No  

apparent correlation was found benveen pattern morph frequencies and either 

spatial or temporal variation in comodels. Mele frequencies calculated from the 

phenoqpe frequencies suggest some correlated selection on colour and pattern 

elements, although correlated selection is not associated with locd comodel 

change. Thus the evidence is too weak to ascribe ailele frequency change to 



directional selection due to Milierian rnimicry. Phenotype frequencies fit the 

Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium indicating no detectable linkage disequilibrium 

between alleles at the nvo main colour-pattern loci, and also indicating a lack of 

strong disruptive selection on colour-pattern widiin sites. However, phenonpic 

correlations between H. yïno paaern and relative-hind-wing band-width suggesr 

that hind-wing band-width has been inhuenced in the long-term by disruptive 

selection to match nr-O svmpatnc comodels (which have highir divergent hmd- 

wing band size). Hind-Mng band-width mar have also been affected by 

directional selection to match the large relative hind-wing band-width of 

svx-npamc H. e/errrllia in the absence of H. sqbo. Paradosicallv, cornodel-free sites 

esist where H. phzo pol~morphism persisted over the short penod of r h i s  study. 

This polymorphisrn at comodel-free sites should be unstable. Wgh butterfly 

densitv mav provide a mechanism to decrease the suengch of positive frequenq- 

dependent selecuon. Gene flow from nearbv sites mar help maintain variauon 

at these enigmauc sites. 

Conclusions 

W'arning colour in hlüllerian rnimic Hrlicorzilrz species has provided fruitSul 

hvpotheses, some of the best patterns, and a few precious direct esamples 

evolution b r  Danvin's mechanism of Natural Selection (Muller 1879; Turner 

1977; Mailet and Gilbert 1995; Mallet, Mchldan, and Jigpins 1997; Mallet 1989). 

In this study 1 identitied the genetic basis of pol~morph~sm in a single species H. 

 ho. 1 esploited the unusual spatial distribution of Western Ecuadorian H. gdko 

momhs and their comodels to test the tenets of &Idlerian rnimicry. Finally-, 1 
L 

found 

grino's 

found 

suppomng evidence for the action of Mderian mimicn between H. 

different morphs and their respective comodel species. However, 1 also 

several anomalies suggesting that hlüllerian rnimicry does not entirelv 

explali the curent distribution of polymorphisrn in H. p h o .  1 hypothesize that 

the population density of H. g h o  and the comodels plays an important role in 



decreasing the strength of  selection against rare morphs. Western Ecuadorian 

H. gdm appear ro be in a unique stage of mimetic evolution where thev are 

intluenced by the warning colour-patterns of nÿo different species of Heliromks 

butterfies and the composition of their own polvmorphic populations. 

Contïnued study of H. +O and other polvmorphic Müllerian mimics \xdi reveal 

more about the evolution of warning colour and the nature o f  divergent 

selection operating on  hfiiiierian mimics mhen morphs are in a transition 

generated by temporal changes in comodel species or when morphs persist in 

broad sympaq  with more than one comodel. The theon  of  u-arning colour and 

mirnicn d o w s  a researcher to generare predictions and udize the variation in 

polymorphic warning-colour svstems to test new theories for the maintenance OS 

genetic variation, the operation of frequencr-dependent selection, gene flow and 

drift as well as ecological and behavioral mechanisms related to the 

polymorp hism. Like DmsophiIn? warning colouration in Heliconh is an ideal 

system to actually answer modern characterizauons of historically fascinating 

evolutionarv questions. 

The ultimate fate of H. ~ d ~ o ' s  polynorphism and that of the majority of 

organisms inhabiting the sites visited during this studr id, unfortunately, not be 

determined br  adaptive evolution. Elirnination O t the habitat for the three 

Hehzicis species in this studr is proceeding rapidiy. Hopefully, the diligent 

consen-ationists and resen-e managers who helped make my study possible \dl 

be successfd in preventing a total loss of Western Ecuador's incredibly diverse 

rain iorests, therebv preventing evolution bv estinction. 
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